Preface
Dear reader,
In front of you is my master thesis on tenure security in Uganda. To you, this might look as a collection
of pages full of academic literature, frameworks, methodology choices, data discussions, conclusions
and so on. To me, however, it is so much more than that. It is a story about learning to be extremely
flexible and adaptive, testing my discipline and self-reflection and learning how to motivate myself
after major disappointment. The road to this end product was not straightforward and involved a
complete change of plans. Just like many fellow students, the plan to do field research for my thesis
was upturned by the global Covid-19 pandemic. A week before departure (I literally already knew
which bus to take from the airport to my hotel in Entebbe) I was forced to cancel my trip. It would
have been my first solo trip and the first time writing a thesis while doing field research abroad. I was
highly motivated and eager to prove to myself that I could do this. And okay, let’s be honest, of course
I was also extremely looking forward to fleeing the Dutch weather and spending some months in the
Ugandan sun. When it became clear that travelling would be impossible for quite some time, I had to
change my mindset, expectations and, not in the least, my research plan. Next to the obvious problem
of collecting the necessary data, writing a thesis about tenure security in Uganda while being in The
Netherlands presented me with another unexpected problem: it felt ethically awkward. Here I was, a
Dutch student, analysing and discussing all kinds of policies and interventions that, on a daily basis,
impact the lives of people that I have never met in a country that I have never visited. I would be lying
if I would deny that there was (and still is) always a small part of me that was constantly ready to jump
on the next plane to Uganda to see for myself what I was writing about. Looking back on this journey,
I am extremely proud to be able to deliver this end result. Maybe even more so than if everything went
according to plan. After almost a year of reading and writing about tenure security, I am still convinced
of the academic and societal relevance and believe that the insights of this thesis are of great value.
One thing that I am certain of, is that without the tireless support and motivation of my supervisor
Nora I would never have completed this thesis the way I did. In the most positive way possible she
kept on pushing me to adapt and deliver quality. Her professional feedback, open attitude and goalorientated approach were exactly what I needed to succeed. Instead of acting as a superior she made
me feel as an equal and functioned as a brainstorm-partner to go on this journey with. I am beyond
grateful for all her help and guidance throughout this process.

Hopefully you enjoy reading this thesis as much as I enjoyed writing it!

Laura Martinussen
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Executive Summary
The objective of this thesis is to provide a critical analysis of the interpretations of tenure security of
international nongovernmental organisations and the government in the context of institutional
multiplicity in Uganda. By outlining the interpretations of two important actors in the governance field
of Uganda and investigating how these interpretations compare to each other, this thesis shows how
tenure security can be interpreted from different standpoints and perspectives. In doing so, it aims to
provide more insights in the complex field of tenure security in Sub-Sahara Africa. Such insights are
important, because it is widely recognized that for rural communities who rely on land as their primary
source of income, secure land tenure is pivotal for livelihood survival and sustainability (LANDac,
2016). Both INGOs and the GoU have incorporated tenure security improvement in their policies and
plans. However, there is little consensus about the definition and meaning of tenure security in the
context of the Global South. Hence, different interpretations prevail and former research (ObengOdoom & Stilwell, 2013) indicates that interpretations of important stakeholders have far-reaching
practical implications as they determine intervention strategies and policy formulation. Furthermore,
former research in Uganda (Van Leeuwen, 2014, 2017) has pointed out how in a state of institutional
multiplicity local understandings of tenure security are dependent on the interests of land governance
institutions who are in constant competition with each other. In contrary to former research that has
primarily sought to define tenure security more clearly or build measurement models, I argue based on
these theories that what matters instead is understanding the interpretations of relevant stakeholders.
To achieve the research objective, the following main question was formulated: “How is tenure
security interpreted by government and international non-governmental organizations in the
context of institutional multiplicity in Uganda?”. By focussing on the GoU and INGOs in Uganda,
the research follows an embedded single case-study design. Using the method of Frame Analysis, three
policy documents of the GoU and several publications of three INGOs (Oxfam International, ZOA
International and Trócaire) were analysed. The Frame Analysis was structured around three Key
Framing Tasks: diagnostic (how is tenure security diagnosed by the actors), prognostic (how should it
be improved according to the actors) and motivational (who is responsible for tenure security
according to the actors).
After analysing the documents, an elaborate answer to the research question was formulated.
In general, it can be concluded that the government’s interpretation of tenure security can be
summarized using one word: formalization. Tenure security is interpreted as a ‘means to an end’ to
achieve economic development and benefit the whole country (especially the economy). Emphasis is
put on formal documentation of ownership and formalizing the customary tenure system, as in its
current form it is perceived to be per definition insecure. Although with mutual differences, INGOs
focus particularly on tenure security as impacting the livelihoods of vulnerable people and interpret
the concept more ‘holistically’ than the GoU. Surprisingly, INGOs have similar prognoses as the GoU
involving, amongst other things, boundary demarcation and acquiring certificates of ownership.
However, this thesis demonstrates how in these seemingly similar approaches to tenure security
differences emerge on a deeper level and that these differences are substantial to the overall
interpretations of tenure security. Furthermore, it has become clear, although diagnoses and prognoses
are elaborate, both the GoU and INGOs devoted significantly less attention to a concrete division of
responsibilities (motivational). Arguably this leaves even more room for flexibility and negotiability
as it feeds into the already existing institutional multiplicity. Based on these findings, this thesis
vi

provides several important theoretical insights since they i) reinforce the idea that understanding
interpretations of tenure security as adopted by important stakeholders matters and, ii) provide insights
in how INGOs re-negotiate and re-interpret national land policies and manoeuvre within the land
governance framework in Uganda. Furthermore, the document analysis has provided several
noteworthy methodological insights. When researching interpretations of tenure security i) Frame
Analysis or similar methods should be employed to fully grasp the nuances of interpretations and to
be able to compare interpretations on various levels and ii) being sensitive to implicit ways of
interpreting tenure security is crucial to form a nuanced and comprehensive understanding, since not
all publications explicitly reflect on the meaning of tenure security. Moreover, the findings of this
thesis have several societal implications. It has become clear that interpretations of tenure security
determine how interventions and policies are formulated. In turn, these (INGO) interventions and
(government) policies shape the daily lives of rural poor communities who rely primarily on land. This
thesis demonstrates out how seemingly similar interpretations of tenure security are actually different
when analysed properly. I argue that a lack of attention to different interpretations of tenure security
impedes open communication between stakeholders. Since, every actor that was analysed emphasized
the need for network building in their publications transparent communication is increasingly
becoming important. If not communicated properly, the lack of transparency on interpretations adds
another negotiable aspect to the already complex field of tenure security in the growing institutional
multiplicity in Uganda.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
“Oh Uganda! the land that feeds us
By sun and fertile soil grown.
For our own dear land,
We'll always stand:
The Pearl of Africa's Crown.”
(GoU, 2015, p. i)
Land is perceived as one of the most valuable assets in rural poor societies across the Global South
(German, Schoneveld, & Mwangi, 2013). Not only is land a commercial and natural asset to support
livelihoods and economies, but it is often seen as a key factor in shaping individual and collective
identity (MLHUD, 2016a). Over the past decade, land has become even more important on a global
scale. A combination of global trends and factors has led to a rapid increase in the scope and scale of
transnational investments in land. Among these trends are for example the growing Chinese demand
for resources to support their growing economy, commitments to biofuel and renewable energy and
fluctuating commodity prices (German et al., 2013, p. 1). Especially Sub-Sahara Africa is an
increasingly attractive destination for foreign land-based investments (Deininger & Byerlee, 2011).
The majority of land in this region is held under some form of customary tenure, which in its most
basic understanding refers to traditional systems of collectively owned land without formal
documentation and under authority of traditional leadership (Chimhowu, 2019). Besides the perceived
abundance of cheap and suitable land, the main reason behind the popularity of the region is a move
of Sub-Saharan governments towards more liberal trade and investment regimes (German et al., 2013).
A series of neoliberal reforms aimed at modernizing and liberalizing the land market and
decentralizing land management has been enacted in the region since the 1990s. In the same period,
the world has seen significant changes in the governance landscape, largely in response to these
neoliberal agenda (Brass, 2012). In this “new governance” (Rhodes, 1996) governments are witnessing
a rise in involvement of nonstate actors in governing processes, resulting in the emergence of hybrid
governance networks consisting of public, private and non-for-profit organizations (Brass, 2012).
Especially nongovernmental organisations have gained more influence in policy making and practice
and, as a result, they have become part of the “operational makeup” of the state in many countries in
the Global South (Brass, 2016). Since land is undisputedly a crucial asset for the rural poor, there is a
distinct focus on the “pro-poorness” of land policies among these nongovernmental organisations. In
contemporary development discourses therefore the question whether increased commercial pressure
on land can be compatible with the commitment to protect (customary) land rights of rural poor
communities has gained centre stage (German et al., 2013). Observing the answers to this question
leads to an interesting global political debate as they are divided between those who propagate the
need for formalization and modernization of land as a pathway to development and those who question
the applicability and benefits of such neoliberal policies (Cotula, 2013; Van Leeuwen et al., 2014;
Zagema, 2011). The latter have pointed out how neoliberal land reforms are evidently not without
controversy. Scholars and international nongovernmental organisations (INGOs) note, for instance,
how the number and scale of large-scale land acquisitions in the Global South have increased sharply,
leading to evictions of many rural communities (German et al., 2013; Muhumuza & Akumu, 2019). In
1

recent years therefore a renewed interest for tenure security as the focal point of pro-poor land reforms
emerged among development practitioners. Since rural communities rely on land as their primary
source of income, secure land tenure is pivotal for livelihood survival and sustainability. World
development agencies, like the Food and Agricultural Organisation (FAO), have designed voluntary
land governance frameworks and guidelines in which improving tenure security is one of the key
objectives (German et al., 2013). However, despite widespread consensus on the importance of
improving tenure security, the agreement on how to define and measure the concept remains limited
(Simbizi, 2016).
Land in Uganda is no exception to these contemporary debates. As can be concluded from the
couplet of the national anthem at the top of this chapter, it plays a central role in the country. The
Ugandan Ministry of Lands even suggests that land is perhaps “the most essential pillar of human
existence and national development” (MLHUD, 2016a, p. 75). Because of this importance, the
Ministry argues that “control, management and use of land is a highly political and potentially volatile
issue” (MLHUD, 2016a, p. 75). Over the past two decades, the Government of Uganda (GoU)
introduced a series of land governance reforms in line with the aforementioned regional trends. On
one hand they aim to recognize customary land tenure systems and improve tenure security of
vulnerable groups. On the other hand the government is explicitly set on attracting private investment,
promoting formalized land titles and modernizing land law (Van Leeuwen, 2014). More recently, the
reforms have become an integral part of what the GoU in 2010 introduced as the ‘Uganda Vision
2040’. This is an ambitious development plan with the main aim of “transforming the country from
being a predominantly peasant and low income to a competitive, upper middle income status with a
per capita income averaging at USD9,500 by 2040” (GoU, 2015, p. 2). Because of their seemingly
ambivalent nature the reforms are a hotly discussed topic. Multiple scholars (German et al., 2013; Van
Leeuwen, 2014; Van Leeuwen et al., 2014) have already pointed out how the existence of policies for
both strengthening customary tenure security and promoting modernization at the same time leads to
seemingly conflicting objectives. Moreover, the decentralization of land services as stipulated in the
land reforms feeds into an already existing reality of overlapping legal and regulatory systems in
Uganda (Van Leeuwen, 2017), since it is estimated that up to 80 percent of the country is still held
under customary tenure (LANDac, 2016). In combination with the perceived ambiguity of the reforms,
this results in a pluralism of institutions with room for flexibility and re-interpretation of national
policies by various actors (Van Leeuwen, 2017).

1.1 Research objective and research questions
The objective of this thesis is to provide a critical analysis of the interpretations of tenure security of
international nongovernmental organisations and the government in the context of institutional
multiplicity in Uganda. By outlining the interpretations of two important actors and investigating how
these interpretations compare to each other, this thesis shows how tenure security can be interpreted
from different standpoints and perspectives. In doing so, it aims to provide more insights in the
complex field of tenure security in Sub-Sahara Africa. Such insights are important, because it is widely
recognized that for rural communities who rely on land as their primary source of income, secure land
tenure is pivotal for livelihood survival and sustainability (LANDac, 2016). Both INGOs and the GoU
have incorporated tenure security improvement in their policies and plans. However, there is little
consensus about the definition and meaning of tenure security in the context of the Global South.
2

Hence, different interpretations prevail and former research (Obeng-Odoom & Stilwell, 2013)
indicates that interpretations of important actors have far-reaching practical implications as they
determine intervention strategies and policy formulation. Furthermore, former research in Uganda
(Van Leeuwen, 2014, 2017) has pointed out how in a state of institutional multiplicity local
understandings of tenure security are dependent on the interests of land governance institutions who
are in constant competition with each other. Building on these theories, I argue that understanding the
interpretations of relevant stakeholders is crucial.
In order to achieve the abovementioned objective, the research asks the following main question:
“How is tenure security interpreted by government and international non-governmental
organizations in the context of institutional multiplicity in Uganda?”
Two concepts are central within this question:
1. Tenure security
2. Institutional multiplicity
In order to answer the main research question, a number of sub-questions is formulated:
SQ1. How does the Government of Uganda interpret tenure security?
SQ2 How do international nongovernmental organisations interpret tenure security?
SQ3 How do the interpretations of tenure security of these two actors compare to each other?
To guide the discussion of scientific and societal relevance in the subsequent sections, figure 1 presents
a mind map of the key concepts and how the intersection of them leads to the knowledge gap. This
knowledge gap forms the base for the main research question. Some parts of the mind map have already
been discussed shortly in the introduction, other parts are addressed in the next paragraphs and
chapters. Chapter 2 discusses the state of the art debates regarding the key concepts of this thesis. In
chapter 3 the methodology is discussed and the sub-questions, which now remain somewhat broad, are
operationalized and presented. The rest of the chapters each deals with one of the sub-questions:
chapter 4 discusses the interpretations of the GoU, chapter 5 the interpretations of INGOs and the first
section of chapter 6 compares the interpretations of the two actors. An in-depth explanation and
motivation for the sub-questions and the method on which they are based, is discussed in chapter 3.
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Figure 1 Mind Map

1.2 Societal relevance
As was discussed shortly in the introduction, “land is unquestionably recognized as a crucial asset for
the rural poor” (German et al., 2013, p. 2). The growing commercial interest in land on one hand, and
the focus on tenure security of rural communities on the other hand has created a new tension field and
is a hotly debated issue in contemporary policy discourses (German et al., 2013). Uganda is no
exception in this debate. As a county in which rural poor households make up large parts of the
population, secure land tenure is a pivotal component of livelihood survival and sustainability
(LANDac, 2016). Although the government is promoting modernization and large scale investment as
the main opportunity to reduce poverty in the country and at the same time promises to improve tenure
security, academic research reveals the practical incompatibility of these two aims. It is clear that the
allocation of land to mineral exploitation, large-scale farming and other economic activities endangers
rural livelihoods in Uganda (Rugadya & Kamusiime, 2013). Besides the loss of important communal
grazing lands in some part of the country, research shows that local communities across Uganda have
consistently been excluded from the process of granting permission for example for mineral
exploration and mining licences (Rugadya & Kamusiime, 2013). On top of this, many instances are
known in which compensations to these communities are never paid, even though this is legally
obligated by the Mining Act of 2003 (Rugadya & Kamusiime, 2013, p. 45).
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Land reforms have been a key aspect of rural development programs for a long time already.
Such programs were popular among development practitioners after the Second World War, but did
not reach Africa due to the perceived abundance of land and flexibility of customary land institutions
(German et al., 2013, p. 2). In Africa, land reform gained currency in the post-colonial area as part of
structural adjustment programmes (German et al., 2013). As was discussed in the introduction, more
recently there is a renewed interest of international donors and development practitioners in supporting
tenure reforms with a particular focus on enhancing tenure security (Simbizi, 2016). This interest is
driven by widespread recognition that tenure security is a prerequisite for poverty reduction in general
and improvement of tenure security is a central building block of other global development agenda
(Simbizi, 2016). Consequently, the focus on tenure security has made its way into national land policy
reforms in Sub-Sahara Africa. However, as already pointed out, there is, little consensus about the
meaning of tenure security in the Global South. According to Obeng-Odoom & Stilwell, a conceptual
analysis of the many meanings of tenure security that goes beyond previous models and theories is
relatively undeveloped (Obeng-Odoom & Stilwell, 2013, p. 320). Their research on interpretations of
tenure security as adopted by world development agencies reveals how interpretations have practical
consequences and shape policy and behaviour. They argue that a specific interpretation of tenure
security is advocated by the world development agencies. Yet, as the article discusses, tenure security
has different meanings, ranging from legal, economic and social and within each of these meanings
widely varying interpretations exist (Obeng-Odoom & Stilwell, 2013). Ideally, these significant
differences in interpretations should generate discussions on how to achieve and improve tenure
security. Not only is this transparent discussion absent in contemporary debates, but adopting one
reductionist view and ignoring other interpretations has far-reaching consequences, according to
Obeng-Odoom & Stilwell. The reductionist interpretation of tenure security as adopted by the world
development agencies has led to narrow intervention strategies in which the focus lies particularly on
land titling and urban slum reduction (Obeng-Odoom & Stilwell, 2013). Obeng-Odoom & Stilwell
state that prioritising this strategy over other possibilities creates the flawed idea that tenure security
is relatively simple to improve and measure. Furthermore, they argue that it has initiated expensive
land registration an titling programs that, besides being ineffective in terms of securing tenure, in some
cases even lead to wrongful evictions (Obeng-Odoom & Stilwell, 2013). Obeng-Odoom & Stilwell
conclude that, by advocating their reductionist interpretation of tenure security, the world development
agencies may be reinforcing other forms of deprivation and inequality (Obeng-Odoom & Stilwell,
2013). Obeng-Odoom & Stilwell argue that interpretations often intermingle, but untangling them is
important in order to develop more analytical accuracy in research and improve the quality of public
policy formulation (Obeng-Odoom & Stilwell, 2013, p. 320). That interpretations also matter on a
local level in the context of Uganda is supported by findings of Van Leeuwen (2014; 2017). He finds
that local understandings of tenure security in Mbarara District in Uganda are impacted heavily by
institutional competition and re-negotiation. As a consequence, for people in Mbarara District tenure
security was largely about the extent to which it is in their land governance institution’s interests’ to
defend their claims (Van Leeuwen, 2014). Building on the theories of Obeng-Odoom & Stilwell and
Van Leeuwen, it is established that interpretations of tenure security as adopted by important
institutional actors shape policy formulation and intervention strategies which, in turn, shape day-today experiences of tenure security. Because of the far-reaching consequences of tenure security
interpretations, understanding and untangling them is highly relevant on a societal level. Gaining
insight in the interpretations of important institutional actors allows for a more transparent discussion
5

about tenure security and how it should be improved. Since nongovernmental organisations are
increasingly involved in policy making and implementation, transparent communication about
interests between INGOs and governments is “crucial for the establishment and maintenance of
strongly collaborative relationships” (Brass, 2016, p. 55). These insights will allow stakeholders to be
more vigilant to the different dynamics in the field and critically reflect on their own interpretations
and the practical implications of particular understandings of tenure security. Furthermore, insights
from Uganda can enhance our understanding of similar or contrasting dynamics in other countries
across Sub-Sahara Africa.

1.3 Scientific relevance
In order to fully describe the scientific relevance of this thesis, the distinction is made between the
relevance and contributions on a theoretical, empirical and methodological level.
Theoretical relevance and contributions
On a theoretical level, this thesis is relevant because it provides new insights in the debate on tenure
security in the context of institutional multiplicity. The contribution to this debate is twofold. Firstly,
instead of trying to define tenure security more clearly, this thesis adds a new perspective to the debate
by arguing that agreeing on a universal definition is a futile exercise and that, instead, what matters is
understanding the interpretations of relevant stakeholders. Especially in the context of Sub-Sahara
Africa agreement on how to define tenure security is limited as “existing literature and empirical
evidence on what is known as land tenure security in other parts of the world remains controversial
and inconclusive” (Simbizi, 2016, p. 2). The lack of definition is a frequently discussed topic in the
literature and, accordingly, many attempts can be found that aim to define tenure security more clearly
(Arnot, Luckert, & Boxall, 2011; Lavigne Delville, 2010; Place, 2009) or build conceptual- and
measurement models such as the Social Tenure Domain Model (Lemmen, 2010) and the Tripartite
Model (Van Gelder, 2010). According to Simbizi et al., while useful starting points, these models are
far from inclusive (Simbizi, Bennett, & Zevenbergen, 2014). Therefore, they aimed to develop a model
that is able to supplement earlier attempts towards a more integrated concept of tenure security
(Simbizi et al., 2014). However, what most theories, including Simbizi et al., have in common is that
they depart from the question how tenure security should be defined, rather than asking why, and if, a
universal definition is necessary. In their research on tenure security in international development
discourse, Obeng-Odoom & Stilwell approach the concept differently by focussing on the
interpretations of tenure security of world development agencies (World Bank, USAID, UN and FAO)
(Obeng-Odoom & Stilwell, 2013). Their argument is that tenure security should be regarded as a
multidimensional concept and a more critical perspective towards the particular understandings of
tenure security adopted by the world development agencies should be maintained by researchers and
policymakers (Obeng-Odoom & Stilwell, 2013). As already discussed in the previous paragraph,
research of Van Leeuwen shows that particular understandings of tenure security also matter beyond
the context of world development agencies. He finds that the move towards administrative and political
decentralization in Uganda has had a significant impact on local understandings of tenure security in
Mbarara. Here, decentralization has created new forms of tenure insecurity due to the fact that it adds
to an already existing state of institutional multiplicity and fuels local institutional competition (Van
Leeuwen, 2017) (this is discussed in more detail in chapter 2). Based on scholars like Berry (2002),
Van Leeuwen argues that this is because contests over property are not merely struggles over the
6

control of physical land, but become contests for claims to power and legitimacy. He specifically
concludes that local institutional re-negotiation of national land governance reforms resulted in a
changed understanding of tenure security on a local level. For people in Mbarara District “tenure
security was to a large extent about the level of confidence local people had that it was in the interest
of their land governing authorities to defend their claims” (Van Leeuwen, 2014, p. 299). Building on
the idea that in a setting of institutional multiplicity tenure security is dependent on the interests of
institutions and keeping in mind that literature thus far has primarily focussed on finding a universal
definition, rather than understanding different interpretations of important actors, researching these
interpretations is a highly relevant contribution on a theoretical level. By adding new perspectives of
tenure security as adopted by two important actors this research enriches existing conceptualizations
of tenure security.
The second way in which this thesis contributes to contemporary theoretical debates is by
focussing on the interpretations of INGOs vis-á-vis interpretations of the government. Former research
has provided important insights about local understandings of tenure security in the context of
institutional multiplicity in Uganda and interpretations of tenure security. However, the primary focus
has been on (local) statutory and customary land governance institutions (Van Leeuwen, 2014, 2017)
and world development agencies (Obeng-Odoom & Stilwell, 2013). Other actors in this process are
under-researched and have largely been overlooked or not incorporated. This is important because, as
was discussed in the introduction, tenure security is increasingly the focal point of development work
and, besides world development agencies, INGOs have incorporated improving tenure security in their
programmes and interventions. Furthermore, literature on the hybrid interaction between
nongovernmental organisations and the state stresses that non-state actors are increasingly important
in the governance landscape in the Global South (Banks, Hulme, & Edwards, 2015; Brass, 2012, 2016).
As a result, they have become part of the “operational makeup” of the state in many countries in the
Global South (Brass, 2016). However, in this body of literature the distinction is often not made
between INGOs and NGOs or other civil society organisations inherent to the country. I argue that this
distinction is important to make since INGOs are part of the international donor community and are
based in the Global North. Especially when taking into account that it is the international donor
community that is leading in dictating the programmes of national organisations through financing
(Banks et al., 2015) it is clear that INGOs interpretations are crucial to understand.
Empirical relevance and contributions
Most research and literature on tenure security has thus far sought to define tenure security more clearly
or aimed at building detailed conceptual models (Lemmen, 2010; Simbizi et al., 2014; Van Gelder,
2010). In order to provide new empirical insights, this thesis moves away from universal definitions
and instead researches different interpretations of tenure security of important institutional actors. As
discussed, researching interpretations of tenure security is not completely new. The main conclusion
of Obeng-Odoom & Stilwell’s research on tenure security in international development discourse is
that “researchers and policy makers need to maintain a more critical perspective on the particular
understanding of security of land tenure adopted by the world development agencies.” (Obeng-Odoom
& Stilwell, 2013, p. 315). Although this is an accurate conclusion, I argue that it does not fully cover
the implications of their research and falls short in terms of explaining what this means beyond their
research context. As discussed in the societal relevance, besides merely outlining the interpretations
of tenure security of the world development agencies, Obeng-Odoom & Stilwell discuss the far7

reaching practical consequences of reductionist approaches. Knowing that interpretations can have
such an impact, I believe that by confining their conclusions to one actor alone Obeng-Odoom &
Stilwell have fallen into the trap of being reductionist in their own way. Little is known about the
interpretations of other relevant institutions. That interpretations of tenure security also matter in a
different context is demonstrated by Van Leeuwen who identified institutions as important constituents
of local understandings of tenure security in Uganda. Taking all of this into consideration the claim
can be made that adding the case-study of tenure security interpretations of two institutional actors in
Uganda serves a twofold purpose. Firstly, the data that is generated by this thesis provides a rich
empirical description of tenure security interpretations of relevant institutional actors. In doing so, it
is able to extend the theory of Van Leeuwen by adding a new kind of information to the puzzle.
Secondly, with regards to the theory of Obeng-Odoom & Stilwell, it adds data on interpretations of
two additional actors and provides evidence that interpretations of tenure security should be taken into
consideration by a wider range of actors, instead of merely being vigilant towards interpretations of
tenure security of world development agencies.
Methodological relevance and contributions
By using the method of Frame Analysis (see chapter 3) to research the interpretations of tenure security
the methodological contribution of this thesis is twofold. Firstly, this thesis shows that in order to
logically structure and guide such an extensive analysis of interpretations, Frame Analysis is a highly
valuable research method. Previous research on the interpretations of tenure security has not utilized
Frame Analysis and thus far, “literature has been unable to dissociate the meaning of tenure security,
its effect and/or threats and how to improve it” (Simbizi et al., 2014, p. 235). The fact that Frame
Analysis is built on three Key Framing Tasks, which each focusses on a different aspect (discussed in
chapter 3), enables a clear distinction between different parts of tenure security interpretations. This is
important because, for example, even though some actors define tenure security in a similar way, their
ideas on how to improve tenure security might differ greatly, leading to an overall different
interpretation of the concept. Secondly, by largely inductive coding within the Frame Analysis method
this thesis uncovers how in seemingly similar understandings of tenure security differences emerge on
a deeper level and that, therefore, an elaborate and extensive analysis is needed to fully grasp the
nuances within and between interpretations. Obeng-Odoom & Stilwell have pointed out how “previous
studies of secure tenure (e.g., Gilbert, 2007) have tended to take the dominant conception of the world
development agencies as a starting point to examine how to achieve it or whether it can be achieved”
(Obeng-Odoom & Stilwell, 2013, p. 316). Following a completely deductive approach would have
resulted in reproducing the same logic as former theories which have already proven to be too
reductionist. A key strength of the inductive approach is that it lets the data ‘speak for itself’ and, in
doing so, this thesis is able to uncover more aspects and nuances in interpretations instead of merely
repeating parameters of tenure security that were identified in the literature. A frequently cited article
of Thomas states that “the primary purpose of the inductive approach is to allow research findings to
emerge from the frequent, dominant or significant themes inherent in raw data, without the restraints
imposed by structured methodologies” (Thomas, 2003, p. 2) and that in deductive data analysis “key
themes are often obscured, reframed or left invisible because of the preconceptions in the data
collection and data analysis procedures…” (Thomas, 2003).
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Chapter 2: Literature Review & Conceptual Framework
In chapter 1 it was described how the main research question “How is tenure security interpreted by
government and international non-governmental organizations in the context of institutional
multiplicity in Uganda?” contributes to the development of new insights on tenure security in the
context of institutional multiplicity. This chapter discusses the relevant academic literature regarding
these concepts in more detail to position the research within contemporary debates and form a
conceptual framework. The literature review is structured according to the two main concepts of this
thesis: tenure security and institutional multiplicity. In the last section of this chapter a conceptual
model is presented based on the discussed literature.
Before moving on to the state of the art literature regarding the main concepts, it is first key to
discuss a few other frequently used concepts within this thesis. In the introduction, I shortly discussed
the land governance reforms in Uganda and how these fit into a trend of similar reforms across SubSahara Africa. Since land governance in general and particularly actors involved in land governance
play a leading role in this thesis, it is important to outline some conceptual elements. Brass (2012)
describes how relatively recently the word ‘governance’ has gained popularity among academics,
public servants and international development actors. She states that “governance concerns governing”
(Brass, 2012, p. 4) and, while previously governing was simply equal to public administration, now
governance refers to a broad set of trends and processes in governing. The most significant of these
trends is that, in recent decades, the governance arena has shifted “from a situation in which
government was the governing actor to one in which government is the primary actor within a network
that also includes nongovernmental actors” (Brass, 2012, p. 4). The same trend can be witnessed in
contemporary debates around land issues. Borras & Franco (2010) note how contemporary discourses
on land issues revolve around two main themes, namely the ‘pro-poor-ness’ of land policies and the
‘governance’ aspect. The concern for ‘pro-poor-ness’ shows that land issues have become an integral
part of development policy discourses and how, consequently, a distinct category in governance
discourses emerged, namely ‘land governance’. Borras & Franco argue that land governance is
generally understood as “the most efficient way of administration of land issues” (Borras Jr & Franco,
2010, p. 2). However, this definition is mostly based on an outdated technical and administrative
understanding of governance (Borras Jr & Franco, 2010) and overlooks the multidimensionality of the
concept. Hence, similar to the changed understanding of governance in general, a more holistic
definition of land governance has emerged and can be found in Palmer, Fricska & Wehrmann (2009):
“Land governance… concerns the rules, processes and structures through which decisions are made
about the use of and control over land, the manner in which the decisions are implemented and
enforced, and the way that competing interests in land are managed. It encompasses statutory,
customary and religious institutions. It includes state structures such as land agencies, courts and
ministries responsible for land, as well as non-statutory actors such as traditional bodies and informal
agents. It covers both the legal and policy framework for land as well as traditional and informal
practices that enjoy social legitimacy” (Palmer, Fricska, & Wehrmann, 2009, p. 1).
For the purpose of this thesis the holistic definition is clearly more appropriate, as it is important to
understand that land governance shapes and is (re)shaped by the dynamic interaction of various actors
and their (competing) interests (Borras Jr & Franco, 2010). It is furthermore important to reflect on the
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term ‘institutions’, since the concept of institutions is used in academia in a variety of ways and can
have various definitions. It is a debate that is closely intertwined with the discussion on structure versus
agency. Some scholars (Lund, 2006) use the word institutions in a way that primarily refers to a set of
physical (government) authorities, like the police for example. Understanding institutions in this way
leads to the ascription of agency to them, as can be discovered when observing the language used by
Lund: “In Africa there is no shortage of institutions attempting to exercise public authority” (Lund,
2006, p. 686). When following thinkers like Hegel, however, the concept of institutions should be
defined much broader as “sets of rules and procedures that govern human action such as electoral
processes, constitutional frameworks and state laws” (Borras Jr & Franco, 2010, p. 5). In this light,
institutions do not only encompass the physical organizations and authorities, but these fit within a
bigger framework of norms and rules which all together make up the field of institutions. Uganda’s
national land governance reforms can be seen as an institution in this definition and an authority can
be the government of Uganda, but also for example a local customary authority. It is this latter
understanding of institutions that is most holistic and therefore fits best to this research.
The fact that governance has moved away from government monopoly towards a hybrid
interaction of state and non-state actors serves as the premises for this thesis to start from an
institutional multiplicity perspective, instead of opting for either a more state- or civil society-centred
approach. Within this thesis two particular institutions are central, namely the government and
international nongovernmental organisations. Since the subject of this thesis is situated at the
intersection of highly complex concepts, I believe that it is key to keep the definition of the involved
actors quite straightforward. The discussion on the conceptualization of the state dates back to the
earliest philosophers (Brass, 2016) and reaches far beyond the realms of this thesis. Therefore, while
recognizing the multifaceted and complex nature of the state, I will not elaborate on its’
conceptualization in academic literature. For the purposes of this thesis the state is equal to the
government of Uganda as a political institution and is envisioned as the primary institutional actor
within a hybrid and dynamic network of other actors. The focus is primarily on written legislation and
policies and the government’s interpretations of tenure security as expressed within these formal
documents. Although of more practical than ontological nature, classifying nongovernmental
organisations is arguably an equally delicate matter. Vakil (1997) notes how “despite the expanding
profile of NGOs as actors in development, the lack of consensus on how to classify them remains a
perplexing dilemma” (Vakil, 1997, p. 2057). Vakil argues that absence of classifications impedes on
theoretical discussions about the roles and behaviour of NGOs due to a lack of a clear definition of
units of analysis (Vakil, 1997). Especially Vakil’s ‘level of operation’ classification is relevant to
address in regards to this thesis. Vakil distinguishes between four levels of operation: international,
national, regional and community-based (Vakil, 1997). Albeit useful, the term ‘level of operation’
tends to create mutually exclusive categories (Vakil, 1997) as it assumes that INGOs are unable to
operate on a local level, for example. In my opinion the term ‘locus of operation’ would therefore
perhaps be more suited. This thesis focusses on the international level and the term INGOs therefore
refers to international nongovernmental organisations based in the Global North which operate in the
Global South, regardless on which level (national, regional or local). It has to be noted that in some
academic works used for this thesis, the authors do not explicitly comment on the ‘level of operation’
of the discussed NGOs (Banks et al., 2015; Brass, 2012, 2016). In such works I have therefore assumed
that arguments apply to multiple levels of NGOs, including INGOs.
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Before moving on to the discussion of the two main concepts, it is furthermore important to
understand what land tenure entails. Following Simbizi, Bennett & Zevenbergen (2014, p. 232) the
notion of land tenure refers to “a set of rules that define how access is granted to rights to use, control,
and transfer land as well as associated responsibilities and restraints”. Land tenure can be seen as part
of the bigger body of land governance. As discussed, Uganda is characterized by the prevalence of
multiple parallel and overlapping tenure systems ranging from freehold, mailo, leasehold to customary.
It is estimated that up to 80 per cent of the country is still held under some form of customary tenure
(LANDac, 2016). Customary tenure is difficult to define, but in its most simple understanding it refers
to “collectively owned land usually under the authority of traditional leadership” (Chimhowu, 2019,
p. 898). Important to know is that although customary tenure has prevailed for a long time in Uganda,
until the national land governance reforms it was largely ignored by the formal regime (LANDac,
2016).

2.1 Concept 1: Tenure Security
In the previous chapter it has become clear that land is undisputedly one of the most pivotal assets of
the rural poor. As discussed, the concern for “pro-poor” land policies is one of the leading concepts in
contemporary debates on land governance. As the base of diverse rural livelihoods, secure tenure is
essential for food security, economic growth, sustainable agriculture and poverty elimination and is
therefore the focal point of many contemporary land-related interventions (LANDac, 2016; Simbizi,
2016). However, whereas the definition of land tenure enjoys widespread consensus, the definition
and measurement of the corresponding concept of tenure security remains highly contested. There
have been many attempts at defining and refining it. Consequently, a great variety of definitions still
prevails in academic literature, many of which are vague, western oriented and reductionist. More
importantly however, is that reductionist understandings find their way into policy formulation and
interventions aimed at improving tenure security across Sub-Saharan Africa, even though there is a no
conclusive empirical evidence to support this vision, (Obeng-Odoom & Stilwell, 2013; Simbizi et al.,
2014).
After extensive literature research, scholars Simbizi, Bennett & Zevenbergen (2014) conclude
that the literature on tenure security can be divided in three dominant schools of thought: the economic
school, the legal school and the adaptation school. Firstly, the economic oriented school in which the
meaning of tenure security is based on neoclassical economists’ theories like De Soto (2000). In this
understanding, the level of tenure security is reliant on “individual full ownership of land supported
by written evidence commonly known as the land title” (Simbizi et al., 2014, p. 233). The economic
definition still remains the most persistent and commonly used understanding of tenure security and is
notably the leading rationale of international funds and bilateral donors (Simbizi et al., 2014). Within
this school of thought, accurate boundary demarcation through the surveying of land and other land
information (location, size etc.) is considered to be a pivotal part of tenure security (Urban-Karr &
McKenna, 2008). This school of thought furthermore forms the basis for the hypothetical relationship
between tenure security and economic outcomes, such as investment in agricultural productivity
(Simbizi et al., 2014). Secondly, there is the legal oriented school in which tenure security is regarded
in a purely legalistic way. From this perspective, tenure security refers to “protection and enforcement
of someone’s rights and interests in land” (Simbizi et al., 2014, p. 234). In this school of thought land
rights are considered central to security and tenure security is sometimes equated with security of land
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rights. According to work written in this school of thought, legal systems (especially statutory) form
the basis of tenure security, because they manage how land rights are enforced and administered and
how rules that make tenure secure are implemented (Knight, 2010). Thirdly, literature belonging to
the adaptation school can be distinguished. This school emerged in the 1990s after the publication of
a study by Bruce and Migot-Adholla (1993) and stems from critiques on the economic school. In this
period it was stressed that “there was a need for adaptation of land tenure security to customary
institutions” (Simbizi et al., 2014, p. 234). Two main concepts of tenure security can be found in the
literature belonging to this school of thought. Firstly, that customary land rights are not per se insecure
(contrary to what is argued in other schools of thought). However, it is recognized that customary land
rights need legal recognition and that therefore land registration and certification are beneficial
(Atwood, 1990). Secondly, the idea that tenure security needs to be regarded as a socially oriented
concept (Meinzen-Dick & Mwangi, 2009), in which it is understood as the perceived assurance of a
land rights holder that “his/her land rights are recognised and enforced within the community norms
and values” (Simbizi et al., 2014, p. 234). Therefore, what matters is the perceived legitimacy of the
land owner’s claims within the community and its’ authorities, rather than formal ownership of land.
The adaptation school of thought is often believed to be the most applicable in the context of SubSahara Africa. However, Simbizi et al. argue that this is only partly true and even this school is far
from inclusive. For instance, because in many cases it confines tenure security to the relation between
customary institutions and the community as the main determinant of security (Simbizi et al., 2014).
Simbizi et al. point out how, although customary systems are important, land is never fully managed
by customary institutions only. Rather, it is an interplay between statutory and customary institutions
(Simbizi et al., 2014). Van Leeuwen (2014) goes beyond this and argues that the dichotomy between
state and custom can be deceiving. What is seen as ‘customary’ can, in fact, be a product of
colonization and selective acknowledgement of certain versions of traditional land management
systems. Moreover, the dichotomy hides that tenure systems are not static, but instead are hybrid and
constantly being renegotiated (Van Leeuwen, 2014, p. 293).
Similar to the three schools of thought categorisation of Simbizi et al., Obeng-Odoom &
Stilwell discuss a range of legal, economic and social understandings of tenure security in their article.
The range of explanations discussed for each understanding are largely similar to those of Simbizi et
al., with for example legal related to protection of land rights, economic related to private ownership
and social as related to social rules, norms and relationships within a communal sense as determinants
of tenure security (Obeng-Odoom & Stilwell, 2013). However, in contrary to Simbizi et al., ObengOdoom & Stilwell stress not only the heterogeneity between categories, but also within categories.
Consequently, whereas Simbizi et al. present their schools of thought primarily as a categorisation of
different theories, Obeng-Odoom & Stilwell envision different understandings as inherent to tenure
security by arguing that “security of land tenure has different meanings, ranging from legal, economic
and social. Within each of these meanings are widely differing interpretations…” (Obeng-Odoom &
Stilwell, 2013, p. 328). Thus, instead of arguing that the lack of a clear definition is what impedes the
growing discourse focused on land tenure security in the Global South (Simbizi et al., 2014, p. 231),
it can be argued that more attention should be paid to particular interpretations of tenure security based
on the findings of Obeng-Odoom & Stilwell. I follow Obeng-Odoom & Stilwell in arguing that it is
not a matter of seeking consensus in definitions, but that different interpretations are a fundamental
property of tenure security. Building on this argument, it is the understanding of tenure security as a
multidimensional concept which depends on the interpretations of stakeholders that is leading for this
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thesis. In Uganda, Van Leeuwen (2014) has conducted research on tenure security in Mbarara District
that departs from a similar holistic conceptual understanding of tenure security. Although Van
Leeuwen does not focus on interpretations per se, his work reinstates that tenure security needs to be
regarded as a social concept that is dependent on the perception of specific groups of people. As was
already discussed in chapter 1, he specifically concludes that due to increased re-negotiation of national
land governance reforms by local institutions, for people in Mbarara District tenure security was
mainly about to what extent local people thought that it was in the interest of their land governing
authorities to defend their claims (Van Leeuwen, 2014, p. 299). The next paragraph discusses the
process of institutional re-negotiation in more detail.

2.2 Concept 2: Institutional Multiplicity in Land Governance
In the last two decades a move towards political and administrative decentralization of land
management emerged as a part of the trend towards more neoliberal governance forms. This move was
driven by the aim to improve government efficiency and effectiveness by delegating authority and
responsibility of key tasks to a local level (German et al., 2013). As already discussed, the
contemporary governance landscape is characterized by a dynamic and hybrid involvement of various
non-state actors and there is a growing body of literature that points out how nongovernmental
organisations have gained more influence in governance in recent decades (Banks et al., 2015; Brass,
2012, 2016; Vakil, 1997). After the Cold War ended, NGOs became prominent development actors
and were sometimes even labelled “sweethearts of development” (Banks et al., 2015). Banks et al.
point out that the NGO landscape has since then drastically changed: “Rapid globalization and the
spread of market liberalizing reforms across the Global South have led to the increasing influence of
non-state actors on development policy and practice” (Banks et al., 2015, p. 707). As a result, nonstate actors have become part of the “operational makeup” of the state in many countries in the Global
South (Brass, 2016). According to Brass, governance is one of “four elements of stateness have been
particularly affected by the growth of NGO activity” (Brass, 2016, p. 32). She argues that in weakly
institutionalized states NGOs have begun to make governing decisions and that they do this alongside
governments, in contrary to the popular belief that governments ‘steer’ the ship while
nongovernmental organisations only ‘row’ (Brass, 2016). Some scholars have argued that, due to the
involvement of NGOs, the state is eroding and becoming irrelevant to the governance process (Rhodes,
1996). These scholars consider NGOs to be more flexible, effective and innovative than the
government and argue that therefore the government should be reduced to creating an ‘enabling
environment’ for non-state actors to execute service delivery (Brass, 2016). However, Brass argues
that in the Global South NGOs join the government on various levels of governance instead. On the
steering side they sit on government planning boards and help to write legislations. On the rowing side,
NGOs extend the service delivery of the state to locations for which the government lacks sufficient
capacity and they provide indirect services that the government is unable to provide (Brass, 2016, p.
36). Thus, instead of the removal of the government, governance under these conditions is the addition
of non-state actors, including NGOs, in this process. This results in a governing landscape
characterized by institutional multiplicity in which the government is the primary actor within a
dynamic network that also includes nongovernmental actors. According to Brass, two features support
the idea that governance in weakly institutionalized states is more likely to reflect a merging of
government and nongovernmental actors rather than an ‘enabling’ government that makes policy for
nongovernmental actors to implement. First, to be able to effectively govern a government must be
strong. Using the case of Kenya, Brass demonstrates that even countries with a “mid-range level of
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development can lack such strength” (Brass, 2016, p. 37). Collaborating with non-state actors has been
an established strategy in these weakly institutionalized states to increase their governing capacity
(Brass, 2016). Secondly, whereas governments have intentionally contracted nongovernmental actors
in the Global North as a part of the roll-back of the state, the Global South has witnessed what Brass
calls “spontaneous privatization” in which nongovernmental actors try to fill the gaps left by the state
without the state asking them to do so.
Scholars have pointed out how land governance in Uganda fits especially to this first condition
as it is characterized by low institutional- and implementation capacity (Kjær, 2017). Despite having
enacted extensive land reforms aimed at improving tenure security, adequate implementation remains
absent (Kjær, 2017; MLHUD, 2013b). The governance landscape in Uganda is furthermore
characterized by the historically parallel and overlapping legal systems, as was already discussed in
previous sections. The trend towards decentralization in Uganda is therefore not without controversy.
German et al. note how decentralization can lead, among other things, to: “new opportunities for elite
capture and special-interest politics through the political space it creates for re-negotiating community
relations” (German et al., 2013, p. 3). Notably, a key argument in the literature (Berry, 2002; German
et al., 2013; Sikor & Lund, 2009; Unruh, 2003; Van Leeuwen, 2014) is that land governance is closely
intertwined with issues of authority and power. Since the implementation of the national land
governance reforms, particularly the relationship between customary, or otherwise local, institutions
and statutory institutions has been researched. Scholars point out that, because the reforms grant (more)
legitimacy to local authorities, they fuel competition and reshuffle power relations (Van Leeuwen,
2014). Consequently, contests over property are not merely struggles over the control of physical land,
but rather become contests for claims to power and legitimacy (Berry, 2002). This dynamic process is
called ‘institutional re-negotiation’ (Van Leeuwen, 2014). Van Leeuwen (2014) has observed how
local institutional re-negotiation is paired with pluralism of institutions and responsibilities: “state and
so-called ‘customary’ authorities seldom operate in isolation, but co-exist, and are in competition with
each other over what norms, rules and procedures apply, and which organizations are authorized to
take charge under particular circumstances.” (Van Leeuwen, 2014, p. 293). In a situation of such
institutional multiplicity there is therefore always a certain level of negotiability, flexibility and
interpretation of rules and regulations. This gives rise to a situation in which diverse actors try to
establish and/or renegotiate their authority by gaining legitimacy and winning people’s confidence and
trust (Van Leeuwen, 2014).

2.3 Conceptual Framework
Discussing the state of the art literature regarding the key concepts has given an impression of how
this thesis is positioned within contemporary debates. This paragraph presents the conceptual
framework. As can be seen in figure 2, the key concepts are the main building blocks of the framework.
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Figure 2 Conceptual Framework

Conceptual framework explained
The concepts:
•

Land governance in Uganda is characterized by institutional multiplicity. The GoU is the
primary institution as it designs the framework in which other actors, including INGOs,
manoeuvre and establish or re-negotiate their position.
• Based on the literature I expect interpretations of tenure security as adopted by the GoU and
INGOs to include legal-, economic- and/or social perceptions.
The arrows:
•
•

The GoU interprets tenure security in a particular way. Its interpretation translates into/is
expressed in the National Land Governance Reforms.
INGOs interpret tenure security, but also interpret the National Land Governance Reforms as
this is the legal and political framework in which they operate. Their interpretations are
expressed in publications.

As discussed, institutional multiplicity in Uganda has already existed for a long time due to its history
of multiple parallel and overlapping legal systems, but it has significantly increased due to the recent
move towards decentralization, which opened up space for new actors (Van Leeuwen et al., 2014).
Scholars that research the hybrid relationship between nongovernmental organisations and the state
have pointed out how (I)NGOs have gained more influence in the field of governance (Banks et al.,
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2015; Brass, 2016). Accordingly, INGOs have begun to make governing decisions which impact dayto-day lives of rural communities (Brass, 2016). Although tenure security is the focal point of ‘propoor’ land governance, it is not a clearly defined concept. Its meaning is debated in academic literature
and many have attempted to find a common definition. However, following Obeng-Odoom &
Stillwell, I argue that different understandings are a fundamental property of tenure security and what
matters is understanding particular interpretations of tenure security, rather than finding a universal
definition. In combination with the findings of Van Leeuwen’s research in Mbarara, this thesis
therefore starts from the idea that tenure security in Sub-Sahara Africa is a multidimensional concept
which is dependent on perceptions of stakeholders in a setting of institutional multiplicity. Based on
the literature review of both Simbizi et al. and Obeng-Odoom & Stilwell the expectation arises that
the interpretations of tenure security can vary between legal, economic and social perceptions. ObengOdoom & Stilwell have described how in each perception a particular debate is central. The main
debate regarding economic is whether or not formal ownership is favoured and why. Concerning the
legal perception the debate is about whether particular legal systems or tenure types are deemed secure
and the debate regarding social relates to whether social contexts and relationships are believed to
provide tenure security and if so, which ones are important. Therefore besides describing the general
attitude towards tenure security, these perceptions provide some specific indicators for this research. I
expect to find different interpretations in regards to ownership, tenure types and social context. Thus,
these perceptions are used in two ways. Firstly, to reflect more generally on the interpretations of the
GoU and INGOs in the conclusions, and secondly, they have provided indicators for the analysis (see
chapter 3).
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Chapter 3: Methodology, methods and techniques
This research aims at answering the question “How is tenure security interpreted by government and
international nongovernmental organizations in the context of institutional multiplicity in Uganda?”.
The objective of this chapter is to discuss and motivate the choices regarding the research methodology
and present an operational model. In the first section the research design is explained. Secondly, §3.2
discusses the ways in which the data was generated. It includes a section on the data sources and data
collection method, as well as a section on data analysis in which it is explained why and how Frame
Analysis is leading for the analysis of the data. It has to be noted that data collection and data analysis
are slightly intertwined and therefore hard to clearly distinguish, as is often the case with Frame
Analysis and similar methods. Therefore, §3.2 shortly discusses the choice for data sources and
motivations behind the practical data collection method, whereas §3.3 elaborates more on how Frame
Analysis is the leading feature throughout the data generation phase. Furthermore, §3.3 explains how
the data is coded and analysed using the operational model. In the last paragraph of this chapter, the
quality of design and limitations of the research are discussed.

3.1 Research Design
This paragraph discusses the research design that was chosen for this thesis. In the first section the
choice for an embedded single case-study design is explained. In sub-paragraph 3.1.2. the choice for
Uganda as a case-study is motivated.

3.1.1 An embedded single case-study
By focussing on Uganda, the research will follow a single case-study design. This type of design is
mostly used when ‘how’ or ‘why’ questions are central to the research, when dealing with
“contemporary phenomenon within a real-life context” (Yin, 2003, p. 1) and when the researcher has
little to no control over events. Three points that are met by the subject of this thesis and the
corresponding main question and objective. Scholars Baxter & Jack note that “the qualitative casestudy is an approach to research that facilitates exploration of a phenomenon within its context using
a variety of data-sources” (Baxter & Jack, 2008, p. 544). Consequently, one of the key strengths of a
case-study research is that the issue can be explored through multiple lenses instead of only capturing
one aspect of the phenomenon. Both points are valuable and applicable for the subject of this thesis.
Firstly, because tenure security is a highly context dependent concept which can best be studied in a
particular setting (Simbizi et al., 2014). Secondly, because the aim of this thesis is to research different
interpretations of tenure security, a research design in which multiple lenses can be adopted is needed.
Within single case-study research designs, there is one specific design that facilitates the incorporation
of different lenses, namely an embedded single-case study. An embedded single-case study occurs
when attention is given to multiple units of analysis as sub-units from the larger case at hand (Yin,
2003). In a subsequent section the different units of analysis within the case study of Uganda are
discussed. Although an embedded single case-study design is best fit for the objective of this research,
this type of research design also faces some limitations. Yin (2003) argues that a possible vulnerability
of a single-case study is the chance at misrepresentation when a case turns out to be different than
expected. This vulnerability can be overcome by maximizing the access to gather evidence and prior
knowledge of the case (Yin, 2003). Another concern is the limited possibility for generalization (Yin,
2003). Although the findings of the case-study of Uganda can provide insights on similar processes in
other parts of Sub-Sahara Africa, they are never fully applicable to other cases without adaptation and
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re-evaluation of context-specific indicators. However, since it is not the objective of this thesis to
provide a generalizable ‘one size fits all’ theory, but rather to enrich the theory on tenure security and
to provide a rich description of the intrinsic case of Uganda, this limitation is not a reason to discharge
the single case-study research design. This point is elaborated on in the paragraph ‘Quality of design’
at the of this chapter. Furthermore, compared to other frequently used designs in Social Sciences, like
ethnography, case-study designs are less time consuming and rely less on large investments of field
efforts (Yin, 2003). Taking into account the limited time and capacity I have for this thesis, especially
due to the global pandemic at hand, this is a point that was taken into consideration as well when opting
for a single embedded case-study design. One last pitfall that needs to be kept in mind is in regards to
the embeddedness of the case-study. Yin (2003) notes how a pitfall occurs when the embedded casestudy fails to return to the larger unit of analysis. This is something I have tried to keep in mind while
writing this thesis and especially the final conclusion aims at returning to ‘the bigger picture’.

3.1.2 Case-study selection
Uganda functions as the single case-study for this thesis and was selected for a number of reasons.
First of all, Uganda is interesting to look at, because with the exception of some scholars, like van
Leeuwen, it has not been incorporated in major research on tenure security yet. This is especially
interesting when taking into consideration that Uganda shares much of the criteria of other cases that
have for example been used by Simbizi (Simbizi, 2016). Similarly, it is known that INGOs play a key
role in the Ugandan governance landscape, however, little research has been done in comparison to
CSOs or major world development agencies. Therefore, this case-study is able to (i) provide new
empirical insights which feed into existing conceptualizations of tenure security and institutional
multiplicity and (ii) existing theories of tenure security and institutional multiplicity are able to shed
light on the complex case of tenure security in the context of institutional multiplicity in Uganda.
Secondly, the fact that Uganda’s land reforms are documented elaborately and many plans have been
published on how to achieve them. When agreeing that in a setting of institutional multiplicity such
policies are being re-interpreted by other institutions and that these interpretations impact daily lived
realities of tenure security, then the abundance of information and the ambiguity this perceivably
creates, makes Uganda a suitable and interesting case-study for this research since there is arguably a
lot of room to re-interpret and re-negotiate. Related to this is the fact that land reform is seen as a
pressing issue in Uganda in policy as well as daily life. Speeding up the completion of the land reforms
has even made its way into the ambitious National Development Plans as one of the key objectives
(GoU, 2015) and over recent decades the country has witnessed an increase in land-related institutions
and organisations (Muhumuza & Akumu, 2019).

3.2 Data Sources and Data Collection
Following an embedded single case-study design means that sub-units need to be identified within the
case of Uganda. As discussed in the previous chapters, two actors are important in this research: the
GoU and INGOs. These actors form the sub-units within the broader case of Uganda. For each subunit a corresponding unit of analysis was determined. A unit of analysis is the major entity that is
analysed in a research (Trochim, 2020). In this case, since this research follows a holistic definition of
tenure security in which the interpretations and perceptions of stakeholders are central, it is important
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that units of analysis were selected which are able to represent the interpretations of tenure security for
each sub-unit. After determining the units of analysis, a data collection method was selected.
Government of Uganda
The first sub-unit is the GoU and the corresponding unit of analysis for this sub-unit is the National
Land Governance Reforms (NLGR) that were implemented in the last two decades. Since the National
Land Governance Reforms reflect the position of the national government on the issue of tenure
security, I believe this an accurate unit of analysis. Furthermore, the implementation of the NLGR
mark a potential moment of change in which I am interested, since they are the beginning of a system
that aims to recognize customary tenure and encourages decentralization of land governance
responsibilities, which in turn fuels local institutional re-negotiation and feeds into a state of
institutional multiplicity (see §2.1). The NLGR are researched using document analysis of GoU policy
documents. This method was chosen for several reasons. The NLGR are official government
documents which are leading for daily activities, operations and development. Analysing these
documents therefore provides accurate insights into the interpretation of tenure security of the
government in Uganda. It has to be noted that, due to fieldwork restrictions, I was forced to take on a
narrow definition of interpretation as being limited to formal documents. This excludes on the ground
implementation realities that could also shed light on government interpretations. Nevertheless
focussing on the ‘paper realities’ is useful, because I believe before determining whether
implementation reflects design, first the design needs to be studied.
Since Uganda has embarked on land reforms in 1975 several policy documents have been
produced on land use and land tenure. For the purposes of this research, three policy documents are
analysed: The National Land Policy 2013 (NLP), The Land Sector Strategic Plan 2013-2023 (LSSPII) and the Sector Development Plan 2015/16 – 2019/20 (SDP). The National Land Policy is the
leading policy document on land tenure and land use and is a consolidation of earlier attempts to reform
land policies in Uganda, like the Land Act 1998. It is therefore currently the most comprehensive
document regarding land in Uganda. It not only merges and consolidates key points of earlier reforms,
but also forms the basis of strategic plans like the other two documents. The second Land Sector
Strategic Plan (LSSP-II) provides a broad framework for implementing reforms and achieving policy
objectives guided by the principles of the National Land Policy (MLHUD, 2013a). The SDP is a shorter
term plan to guide policy interventions which is linked to the objectives of the second National
Development Plan and Ugandan Vision 2040 and is, among other, guided by the principles of NLP
and the LSSP- II (MLHUD, 2016b). At the time of writing, the SDP is furthermore the most recently
published substantial land related policy document.
International Nongovernmental Organisations
In the previous chapters of this thesis I pointed out the relevance of INGOs as an actor of inquiry.
Hence, INGOs are identified as the second sub-unit in this embedded case-study. As the corresponding
unit of analysis, three INGOs were chosen for the purpose of this research, namely Oxfam
International, ZOA International and Trócaire. This selection was made based on several criteria. First
of all, the organisations evidently need to be active in Uganda in the field of land governance or land
rights. Both ZOA and Trócaire are primarily active in the northern parts of the country (discussed in
subsequent sections). Oxfam does not explicitly mention certain regions or districts in which its
programs are primarily implemented. However, between the two Oxfam publications on land work
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that were analysed for this thesis (see subsequent section), one is solely on land rights in northern
Uganda and the other publications mentions the northern region as particularly vulnerable as well.
Furthermore, it was pivotal that multiple publications about interventions and visions were available
and that these publications were up-to-date and able to capture the interpretation of the organisation
regarding tenure security. Although the organisations are all based in the Global North, their
backgrounds are diverse in the sense that they originate from different countries. Similar to the GoU,
the interpretations of these organisations are researched using document analysis. Besides the reasons
that were mentioned above, this method was chosen in order to facilitate a clear comparison between
the actors. In the sections below, some basic information is presented per organisation, as well as the
publications of each organisation that were selected for the document analysis (see tables 1-3).
Oxfam International
Oxfam international is a global organisation which states that its main aim is to fight inequalities that
lead to poverty. Active in more than 90 countries, Oxfam’s interventions and approaches are diverse.
The main areas it says it works in are: water and sanitation; food, climate and natural resources;
conflicts and disasters; extreme inequality and essential services; gender justice and women’s rights
(Oxfam, 2020a). In Uganda, Oxfam started working in the 1960s and has since implemented both
humanitarian and development programs (Oxfam, 2020c). According to Oxfam, Uganda’s main
challenges are high levels of poverty and inequality, which impedes on the participation of vulnerable
groups - particularly women, youth and pastoralist - in decisions that affect them. Oxfam states that
this results in limited access to opportunities and resources, limited ability to participate in decision
making and the fact that these groups are more prone to “risks, shocks and other vulnerabilities”
(Oxfam, 2020c). Oxfam points out how land is an crucial driver in this inequality: “Despite impressive
growth rates and significant progress in reduction of poverty, inequality widens in Uganda… land
stands out as the lead driver of inequality in the country” (Oxfam, 2020b). Accordingly, Oxfam has
published multiple reports on land in Uganda. As can be seen in table 1, two of these publications have
been used for the purposes of this thesis. These publications were chosen, because whereas other
publications merely mentioned tenure security without elaborating on the concept, these publications
provided a rich theoretical underpinning and description of Oxfam’s interpretation of tenure security.
Organisation

Publications

Details

Oxfam
International

Locked Out - How unjust land systems are driving
inequality in Uganda

Date: November
2019
Pages: 38
Type: Research
Report
Date: February 2014
Pages: 104
Type: Research
Report

Women’s Land Rights in Northern Uganda

Table 1 Oxfam International

ZOA International
ZOA is an, originally Christian, international relief and recovery organisation based in the Netherlands.
The organisation is active in more than fifteen countries and typifies its program countries as “fragile
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states” and “insecure and volatile regions” (ZOA, 2020a). Its main aim is to support vulnerable people
who are affected by violent conflicts and natural disasters by rebuilding, reconciliation and building
stable communities (ZOA, 2020b). The areas in which ZOA says to work are: livelihoods and food
security; water, sanitation and hygiene; basic education; peacebuilding; land rights; shelter; cash
assistance (ZOA, 2020d). In Uganda, ZOA is active in the regions Karamoja, Acholi and West Nile.
In recent years, ZOA has embarked on incorporating land rights work into their programs as a subsector of peacebuilding. ZOA notes how in many countries it works in “tenure security is fragile” and
“secure access to land and secure use of land… is essential for contributing to peaceful and stable
communities…” (ZOA, 2020c). Accordingly, ZOA has published documents about their position and
approach in land rights work. For the purposes of this thesis, three documents have been selected (see
table 2). Two documents of ZOA itself and one publication written by David Betge, who is the ZOA
sector specialist on land rights (ZOA, 2020c). At the time of writing, these publications were, to my
knowledge, the only documents about their approach to land published by ZOA.
Organisation

Publications

Details

ZOA
International

Making Land Rights Work – ZOA Land Rights
Guidelines

Date: 2019
Pages: 32
Type: Guidelines
Date: unknown
Pages: 2
Type: Information
Leaflet
Date: December
2017
Pages: 12
Type: Article

Reducing Land and Water Conflicts

On Common Ground – Addressing Land Rights in
the African Great Lakes Region

Table 2 ZOA International

Trócaire
Trócaire is an INGO originally based in Ireland that focusses on poverty relief and tackling injustice.
Similar to ZOA, the organisation has religious roots as it is officially an organisation of the Irish
Catholic Church. In collaboration with local communities, it works in more than 20 countries
(Trócaire, 2020b). The main areas Trócaire says it works in are: food & resources; human rights;
women’s empowerment; humanitarian action (Trócaire, 2020c). In 1995 Trócaire began working in
Uganda and is primarily active in the north and north-eastern regions of the country, because it claims
these areas were affected the most by violence and poverty rates are above the national average
(Trócaire, 2020a). Regarding its work in Uganda, Trócaire states: “we help people access land and use
that land to provide food and income. We also improve the rights of women and work to make the
government more accountable to its people” (Trócaire, 2020a). Trócaire has published many
documents in relation to their work in Uganda. For the purposes of this thesis, five were selected. The
number of publications for Trócaire is significantly higher than for the other two organisations, because
it proved to be more difficult to find the necessary information within the publications. This was due
to the various nature of publications – some documents are research reports, others legal opinions or
practical guidelines – and the sometimes very specific research setting.
Organisation

Publications

Details
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Trócaire

Protecting Rights to Customary Land

Final Report Youth and Land Rights in Acholi Sub-Region

Legal Opinion – Piloting the protection of rights to
customary land ownership in Acholi Land – Existing
Tenure Options For Protection of Customary Land Owners
Instituting the Protection of Rights to Customary Land
Ownership in Acholiland: A Research Project of the Joint
Acholi Sub-Region Leaders’ Forum (JASLF) and
Trόcaire
The Step by Step Guide to Customary Land Registration in
Uganda – Easy Steps to Secure Customary Land Tenure

Date: 2016
Pages: 6
Type: Project Proposal
Date: June 2017
Pages: 36
Type: Research Report
Date: June 2016
Pages: 17
Type: Legal Opinion
Report
Date: April 2018
Pages: 147
Type: Field Research
Report
Date: unknown
Pages: 57
Type: Operational
Guide

Table 3 Trócaire

3.3 Data Analysis
Building on the data sources and the collection method, this paragraph first discusses why and how
the method of Frame Analysis is used in §3.3.1. Secondly, the three broad sub-questions, as defined in
§1.1, are operationalised in §3.3.2 based on the method of Frame Analysis. §3.3.3 discusses the coding
process and §3.3.4 presents the operational model which is used to elaborate on how the data is
analysed.

3.3.1 Frame Analysis
The data analysis is based on the method of Frame Analysis. Frame Analysis has gained momentum
in several domains of the social sciences, such as psychology, linguistics, communication and media
studies and in political science and policy studies (Benford & Snow, 2000). One of the most influential
theories of Frame Analysis is of the scholars Benford and Snow, who have studied framing since the
late 1980’s, particularly in the context of social movements. Their theory is based on the definition of
framing from Goffman (1974) as “schemata of interpretation that enable individuals to locate,
perceive, identify, and label occurrences within their life space and world at large” (Benford & Snow,
2000, p. 614). Regarded in this way, framing needs to be understood as meaning construction and a
function which guides action (Benford & Snow, 2000). Within the process of framing, Benford &
Snow distinguish three core framing tasks. First ‘diagnostic framing’ which entails the problem
identification and attributions (Benford & Snow, 2000). Secondly, ‘prognostic framing’ which
involves a proposed solution or the preferred course of action and tactics for carrying it out (Snow,
2013). Thirdly, ‘motivational framing’ which goes beyond the diagnosis and prognosis of a problem
and encompasses a mobilising factor. It entails a call for action and offers a rationale (Benford & Snow,
2000). Building on this theory, Triandafyllidou & Fotiou (1998) have explored the relevance of Frame
Analysis in the context of public policy making. They argue that framing needs to be seen in a
constructivist way in a sense that social actors use it “not only to make sense of reality, but also to
shape it in a particular way” (Triandafyllidou & Fotiou, 1998, p. 1.1). Frame Analysis is thus concerned
with the (re)negotiation and (re)construction of reality by social and political actors (Triandafyllidou
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& Fotiou, 1998). They argue that Frame Analysis offers a social and cultural perspective in the study
of public policy in comparison to popular rationalist and pluralist models, which often explain policy
behaviour merely in simple terms of competing interests and rational choice (Triandafyllidou &
Fotiou, 1998). This is valuable because it shows, for example, how policy actors seek to legitimize
their positions and actions. It furthermore offers insights into how specific discursive strategies can
modify the policy making process. For instance, by excluding some actors from the debate. Moreover,
this type of analysis shows how actors manoeuvre within the policy-making process and adapt to
changing conditions. Finally, Frame Analysis can show how discourses of various actors are
influenced by meta processes, like capitalism and modernity (Triandafyllidou & Fotiou, 1998). Taking
into account that this thesis is based on the idea that tenure security in Sub-Sahara Africa is a
multidimensional concept which is dependent on perceptions of stakeholders in a setting of
institutional multiplicity, it is evident that making use of Framing Analysis is highly applicable.

3.3.2 Operationalisation sub-questions
Following the Frame Analysis theory as discussed above, the three ‘core framing tasks’ (diagnostic,
prognostic and motivational) are used to guide the data collection and analysis. These three core tasks
are translated into sub-sub-questions per actor (X = unit of analysis):
Diagnostic:
- How does X define tenure security?
Prognostic:
- How should tenure security be improved according to X?
Motivational:
- Who is responsible for tenure security according to X?
When adding these Framing Task related questions, the operationalisation of the sub-questions looks
as follows:
SQ1. How does the government of Uganda interpret tenure security?
- How does the GoU define tenure security?
- How should tenure security be improved according to the GoU?
- Who is responsible for tenure security according to the GoU?
SQ2. How do international nongovernmental organisations interpret tenure security?
- How do INGO’s define tenure security?
- How should tenure security be improved according to INGOs?
- Who is responsible for tenure security according to INGOs?
SQ3. How do the interpretations of tenure security of these two actors compare to each other?
- How do definitions of tenure security differ or align for the GoU and INGOs?
- How do prognosis of tenure security differ or align for the GoU and INGOs?
- How do motivations of tenure security differ or align for the GoU and INGOs?
Each sub-question is dealt with in a separate chapter: SQ1 is answered in chapter 4, SQ2 in chapter 5
and SQ3 in the first section of chapter 6.
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3.3.3 Coding
All documents are coded using Atlas.ti. The coding process takes place in two cycles. The first cycle
consists of Structural Coding, a coding method in which coding “is driven by a specific research
question and topic” (Saldana, 2009, p. 70). In this stage, codes are assigned to relevant parts of the text
using the three Key Framing Tasks of the operationalised sub-questions (see §3.3.2). This means that
parts of the texts that describe how tenure security is understood or defined are coded ‘diagnostic’. To
all parts of text that discuss how tenure security should be improved or achieved, the code ‘prognostic’
is assigned. The same goes for parts of text that describe anything related to responsibilities for tenure
security. These parts will be coded with ‘motivational’. In this way, Structural Coding “results in the
identification of large segments of text on broad topics; these segments can then form the basis for an
in-depth analysis within or across topics” (Saldana, 2009, p. 68). In order to prevent tunnel vision by
merely focussing on the three Framing Tasks, the method of Open Coding was applied to code
additionally valuable information. For the INGOs this mostly consisted of coding pieces of text in
which they interpret the NLGR or reflect on overall government functioning. In the second cycle of
the coding process, each part that was coded under one of the three key framing tasks is reread and
assigned a sub-code. Within the Key Framing Task of diagnostic, different understandings or
definitions receive different sub-codes, for example ‘diagnostic – dependent on demographics’.
Different strategies, suggestions or ideas regarding improvement of tenure security are given a subcode within the category of prognostic, for example ‘prognostic – harmonizing complex tenure
systems’. The same applies to parts of text within the category motivational. Sub-codes are assigned
depending on the vision of the different actors regarding responsibility, for example ‘motivational –
government’. Based on the literature review in chapter 2, three main perceptions of tenure security
were identified, namely economic, social and legal. As discussed in §2.3, I expect the interpretations
of the GoU and INGOs to incorporate (some of) these perceptions. Following from these perceptions,
there are three categories in which I in any case expect to find different interpretations. These
categories are ownership, tenure type and social context. However, it is important to mention these
categories have merely functioned as a starting point and that the rest of the coding process happened
inductively to facilitate the emergence of additional codes without limiting myself to former
(reductionist) theories.
The documents belonging to the GoU were analysed first. As discussed in chapter 2, these
documents form the legal and policy framework of the whole country and therefore shape the
regulatory landscape in which the INGOs operate. Furthermore, even though the essence of the NLGR
has been mentioned in many academic works, I am of the opinion that in order to perform a
comprehensive analysis, I first needed to read the documents myself. During the coding process I have
tried to come up with labels that fit both the GoU documents and the INGO publications. This means
that, even though the GoU documents were analysed first, the codes are designed to cover both actors
equally. The groups of sub-codes form the answers to the sub-questions posed in §3.3.2. In order to
visualise the data and present the results, overviews of sub-codes are made per actor. The complete
coding scheme can be found in appendix 1.

3.3.4 Operational Model and Analysis
The previous paragraph described how the data was coded. Figure 3 displays the operational model
for this thesis that visualises how the coded texts are analysed. As can be observed in the model, the
analysis of the data consist of a comparison of the sub-codes vertically (within unit of analysis), as
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well as horizontally (between units of analysis). In doing so, the analysis is threefold. Firstly,
differences and similarities in interpretations of tenure security within one unit of analysis (Oxfam,
ZOA, Trócaire and GoU) were analysed. Firstly, this is done for the GoU in chapter 4 and then for the
INGOs in chapter 5. Within this analysis the diagnosis, prognosis and motivation of each unit of
analysis on the basis of the coded data are discussed first. Then a conclusion is written per unit of
analysis, linking together the three framing tasks which summarizes the overall interpretation of tenure
security for that particular organisation/actor. The objective of this first analysis is providing insights
into the interpretations and finding out whether or not diagnostic, prognostic and motivational
statements align. Chapter 5 is slightly different, because additionally to outlining the interpretations of
tenure security, it describes how each INGO interprets the NLGR (since the INGOs operate within the
policy framework of the GoU). Secondly, interpretations of the INGOs are compared to each other,
analysing the differences or similarities within INGO interpretations in terms of diagnosis, prognosis
and motivation (conclusion chapter 5). Thirdly, the interpretations of the GoU are compared to the
interpretations of the INGOs (chapter 6). Each conclusion furthermore reflects on the perceptions of
tenure security as identified in the literature (economic, social and legal). The analyses are guided by
tables in which quotes from the data are presented.

Figure 3 Operational Framework

3.4 Reflection on quality, limitations and positionality
Because tenure security in Uganda is known to be a socially constructed concept situated in and,
arguably influenced by, institutional multiplicity, it is highly valuable to compare the interpretations
of various institutional actors as they are the ones shaping lived realities of tenure security. Framing
Analysis serves as a very applicable method, since by structuring the analysis along the Key Framing
Tasks it enables me to uncover multiple aspects and layers of interpretations. According to Yin (2003),
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four tests are relevant for determining the quality of design in case studies: construct validity, internal
validity, external validity and reliability. Yin notes how internal validity is only relevant in explanatory
or causal studies only and does not apply to exploratory or descriptive studies (Yin, 2003). Since this
research is not of explanatory of causal nature, this test is not applicable. Moving on to construct
validity, Yin argues that quality in this test is determined by the establishment of correct operational
measures for the concepts that are being studied (Yin, 2003). One of the tactics to secure the construct
validity is the use of multiple sources of evidence. As has been discussed in this chapter, I have done
so by selecting multiple units of analysis and data sources. However, when selecting a limited number
of publications as data sources to analyse, there is always the danger of misrepresentation. Even though
I tried to select the most comprehensive publications of each actor, additional or contradicting
information could have been published in other documents that were not included in this research.
Similarly, differences between organisation can also occur due to the different nature of publications.
A research report of Oxfam has different objectives/perspectives than a practical guideline of ZOA,
for example. In the same light, I believe that it is impossible to incorporate all nuances that are
published in the extensive documentation of the government within the realms of this research.
The second test applicable to this research is external validity. This test is concerned with the
question whether a study’s findings are generalizable beyond the immediate case study. Although it is
not the aim of this thesis to provide a generalizable theory, it is nevertheless relevant to take this test
into consideration. According to Yin, a mistake that is often made is that researchers and critics tend
to determine the quality of single-case studies based on generalizability from one case to another,
whereas according to him, the aim should rather be to generalize findings to theory (Yin, 2003). It is
in this way that this research indeed aims to contribute to the existing theories on tenure security and
institutional multiplicity in Sub-Saharan Africa. Yin identifies the usage of theory in the research
design as an important tactic to assure external validity. Since this thesis is built on an extensive
literature research of both content specific literature of the concepts, as well as research methods, I
believe the criteria of this test are fulfilled sufficiently for the purposes of this thesis. However,
selecting theories and literature is also impacted by the preferences and positionality of me as a
researcher. For example, I have made use of the research of Van Leeuwen throughout this thesis.
Although his research has proven to be very useful for the purposes of this thesis, the fact that he is a
professor at Radboud University might have impacted me. His theories were more easily available and
known to me and overall, I have more affinity with them than unknown equivalents.
Thirdly, the test of reliability in which the question is central whether a later researcher
following the same methods would be able to find the same results. The main prerequisite for fulfilling
this test is to clearly document the procedures that are followed (Yin, 2003). In order to make this
research as reliable as possible, the process is documented thoroughly. Next to the explanation of the
used methods in this chapter, a code book is presented in appendix 1 and upon request the complete
Atlas.ti documents can be provided at any time (unfortunately the data is too extensive to be able to
include a complete overview of all coded parts of text). However, when doing qualitative research
there is always the matter of a researcher’s reflexivity and positionality that needs to be considered.
Although I had little to no knowledge on the subject before conducting this research, I believe that a
researcher is always ‘primed’. Overall, I would position myself as a constructivist thinker, which
results not only in more affinity with similar theories and academics, but also in a certain perspective
from which this thesis is written. Due to the global pandemic I was unable to conduct field research.
Besides feeling ‘ethically awkward’ this has had an impact on my research. Not only because I had to
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change my research design completely, but also because I have not had the opportunity to actually
experience my research context first hand. The fact that I am a Dutch woman without any experience
in Uganda possibly leads to interpretations of data from my own perspective. The same goes for my
preference for social approaches instead of economic approaches to development, which leads me to
be sceptic about the government’s approach to tenure security even before analysing their policies. As
discussed, I have tried to minimize this risk by conducting a very systematic and consistent analysis.
Similarly, it can be argued that designing inductive codes is a subjective process. Therefore, I have
tried to stay as close as possible to the language used in the documents for the names of codes.
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Chapter 4: Discussion and Analysis of GoU
This chapter presents, discusses and analyses the results regarding the GoU that emerged after the data
collection as described in chapter 3. The discussion is guided by presenting overviews of the results
which were drawn up using the sub-codes from the data after the second coding cycle, as discussed in
§3.3.2. Table 4 displays the sub-codes that emerged from the data. The data presented in this chapter
answers the operationalised questions of SQ1 How does the government of Uganda interpret tenure
security? First the diagnosis is discussed, secondly the prognosis and thirdly the motivation. Per
Framing Task each sub-code is discussed separately based on quotes from the data. At the end of each
Framing Task a short sub-conclusion is written. The final paragraph consist of a vertical analysis
between the Framing Tasks and thus forms the answer to SQ1.
Diagnostic

Prognostic

Motivational

Policy outcome

Strengthen and/or reform legal
and regulatory framework,
policies and procedures

Government

Tenure type: not customary

Registration, Demarcation and
Titling of land and land rights
Increase awareness and
provision of information on
land
Strengthen land dispute
resolution mechanisms
Capacity building of
institutions and networks

Ministry of Lands, Housing
and Urban Development
District offices

Development mechanism

Ownership: formally
documented
Dependent on demographics

Sub-County representatives
Various government layers and
department

Table 4 Overview findings GoU

4.1 Diagnostic
The sub-codes that emerged in the category of diagnostic form the answer to the question: How does
the GoU define tenure security? Each diagnostic sub-code that emerged from the data (see table 4) is
discussed in the following sub-paragraphs and (a maximum of three) corresponding quotes is presented
in tables to guide the data discussion. Before diving into the different sub-codes, it is pivotal to mention
that, although the term tenure security is mentioned often in all three documents, it is never explicitly
defined. The sub-codes regarding diagnostic therefore derived from coding the indirect way in which
the documents define tenure security by coding the parts where a definition is implied and analysing
the ways in which the term tenure security is used and how it is described. As can be read in this
paragraph, besides two of the expected categories (ownership and tenure type), several more codes
were found regarding the diagnosis.

4.1.1 Policy outcome
The first diagnostic finding that emerged from the data is that tenure security is regarded as a policy
outcome. As can be observed from reading the quotes below, tenure security is seen as an outcome of
the way in which the policies regarding tenure systems are structured. According to the GoU good land
policies and good tenure systems lead to secure tenure. The fact that the government regards tenure
security as something that can be influenced by policy allows it to become an objective in the NLGR.
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This is the prerequisite for the prognostic and motivational aspects which are discussed in subsequent
paragraphs.
Sub-Code

Quotes

Source

Policy outcome

“Good land policies can facilitate growth in agricultural
productivity via secure land tenure, which enhances
opportunities for investment.”

(MLHUD,
2016b, p. 10)

“the strategic objectives include:… - Improving livelihoods of
poor people through a more equitable distribution of land access
and ownership, and greater tenure security for vulnerable
groups”
“Research has shown that secure land tenure is important
institutional factor...”

(MLHUD,
2016b, p. 11)

(MLHUD,
2013a, p. 49)

Table 5 Policy outcome

4.1.2 Ownership: formally documented
According to the GoU, tenure is secure when ownership of land and the corresponding rights are
formally documented. One of the major objectives of all three plans is to increase the amount of titled
and registered land in Uganda. The rationale behind this seems to be that this leads to more tenure
security, as can be seen in quotes like: “However, the majority of landowners do not have land titles
to guarantee their security of tenure as only about 18% of Uganda’s land is titled” (MLHUD, 2016b,
p. 90). On many instances it is stressed that lacking formal ownership documents is undesirable and
leads to tenure insecurity.
Sub-Code
Ownership:
Formally
documented

Quotes

Source

“However, the majority of landowners do not have land titles to
guarantee their security of tenure as only about 18% of Uganda’s
land is titled.”

(MLHUD,
2013b, p. 28)

“…the increased tenure security expected through
formalization…”

(MLHUD,
2013a, p. 55)

Table 6 Formally documented ownership

4.1.3 Tenure type: not Customary
The focus on formally documented ownership for more tenure security is intertwined with the third
diagnostic point on tenure security that emerged from the data. Namely, the fact that, although a
distinct definition of tenure security is missing, the documents clearly describe what tenure security is
not: customary tenure. In all three documents statements were found that describe how the current state
of the customary tenure system does not provide tenure security. According to the documents most
indigenous communities hold their land under customary tenure which leads to instances of land
grabbing due to the fact that they lack the formal documents to proof their ownership. This connects
the first two points because according to the GoU the lack of formal documents that leads to tenure
insecurity is inherent to the customary tenure system.
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Sub-Code
Tenure type:
not customary

Quotes

Source

“The majority of Ugandans hold their land under customary
tenure. This tenure is often associated with three problems, (a) it
does not provide security of tenure for landowners…”

(MLHUD,
2013b, p. 18;
2016b, p. 95)

“The houses are constructed on either communally owned land
or privately owned. In cases of communally owned land there
arises the problem of lack of security tenure.”

(MLHUD,
2016b, p.
114)

“Cases of grabbing of land from indigenous communities are
common, as customary owners are insecure because they do not
possess formalized rights over land to benefit from sharing of
royalties as provided for under the Constitution.”

(MLHUD,
2013b, p. 3)

Table 7 Not Customary

4.1.4 Development mechanism
The fourth diagnostic point that emerged from the data is that tenure security is regarded as a
development mechanism. In all three documents it is stressed that tenure security is important mostly
to improve livelihood opportunities and/or to facilitate economic development. One of the strategic
objectives in the plans is for example: “Improving livelihoods of poor people through a more equitable
distribution of land access and ownership, and greater tenure security for vulnerable groups”
(MLHUD, 2013a, p. 116; 2016b, p. 11). In order to underpin the economic angle to tenure security,
the documents refer to literature and former research in which the link between tenure security and
investment incentives are established. Furthermore, the economic angle to tenure security fits within
the policy rationale that is leading in all three documents. Throughout the documents this rationale
prioritizes optimal use of land. It is this rationale that also binds together the first three points that are
discussed here: the lack of formally documented ownership and officially registered land, which is
inherent to customary tenure, leads to tenure insecurity which in turn limits the incentives for
investment and impedes the economic development of the country as a whole and of specific
communities, because land is not used optimally.
Sub-Code

Quotes

Development
mechanism

“The Uganda’s National Vision 2040 acknowledges that land
ownership facilitates development and therefore envisages
policy reforms to ensure that land facilities, land use regulation
and land development enhance economic productivity and
commercial competitiveness for wealth creation and overall
social economic development in an integrated and sustainable
manner.”
“…secure land tenure, which enhances opportunities for
investment…”

Source
(MLHUD,
2016b, pp.
23, 146)

(MLHUD,
2016b, p. 10)
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“secure land tenure is an important institutional factor affecting
the incentive for greater investment and adoption of appropriate
land stewardship methods.”

(MLHUD,
2013a, p. 13)

Table 6 Development mechanism

4.1.5 Dependent on demographics
Another finding regarding the tenure security diagnosis of the GoU is that it is viewed as being
dependent on demographics. As can be seen in the quotes in table 9, the GoU acknowledges that
specific categories of land users in Uganda experience more severe levels of tenure insecurity.
Although the documents mention ‘vulnerable groups’, it is never explicitly defined which groups are
included in this category. However, it is clear that especially the vulnerable position of women receives
attention in the documents. The usage of the word experience here is particularly interesting, because
it hints at subjectivity, whereas upon till this point all findings point at a rather objective understanding
of tenure security.
Sub-Code

Quotes

Source

Dependent on “According to the UNHS (2005) study, a high incidence of land (MLHUD,
demographics
tenure insecurity is experienced by specific categories of land 2013a, p. 28)
users, including women, tenant farmers (bibanja holders) and
households living in densely settled areas where land disputes are
common.”
(MLHUD,
“Land tenure security as it relates to access and ownership 2013b, p. 46)
remains a major menace for women farmers.”
Table 9 Dependent on demographics

4.1.6 Diagnostic Conclusion
Putting all these diagnostic points together, the logic seems to be that formally documented ownership
is equal to secure tenure and that when tenure is secure that it serves as a development mechanism in
increasing livelihood sustainability and economic development, especially for vulnerable groups
within Ugandan society. Furthermore, it is believed that the current customary tenure system is not
capable of assuring tenure security and it is implied that tenure security is therefore not an independent
factor, but a direct outcome of legal and regulatory policies. It is the rationale of importance of optimal
use of land and its’ resources that serves as the glue that connects all of these points and incorporates
them into a seemingly coherent diagnosis on tenure security. Most points that emerged from the data
show that the GoU regards tenure security in mainly a legal and economic ways. Additionally, there
is a distinct focus on ‘vulnerable groups’ as the GoU recognizes that tenure security is dependent on
demographics and therefore experienced differently by groups of people.

4.2 Prognostic
The sub-codes that were found under the category of prognostic answer the sub-question: How do
Uganda's national land governance reforms aim to impact tenure security? Each prognostic sub-code
that emerged from the data (see table 2) is discussed and corresponding quotes are presented in tables
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to guide the data discussion. For some sub-codes a high number of corresponding quotes was found
and presenting all of them would make this section unreadable. Therefore, a maximum of three quotes
per prognostic sub-code is shown in the data tables. As described in the previous section on diagnosis,
improving tenure security for vulnerable groups is one of the key strategic objectives of the NLGR
and is mentioned in all three policy documents. Interestingly enough, it is never explicitly defined
which groups are included in the category vulnerable. A broad definition is given in the SDP (2016, p.
112): “Vulnerable groups are those that are socially, culturally, economically, legally or physically
disadvantaged”. However, this definition is given specifically in a section on housing and it is unclear
whether or not this definition applies to the whole document. In relation to land rights, all three
documents focus mostly on women and children as a vulnerable group. Since improving tenure
security for vulnerable groups is a key strategic objective, the documents contain detailed descriptions
on how to achieve it. The plans not only present several broad strategies for improvement, but also
provide operational measures to implement them.

4.2.1 Strengthen and/or reform legal and regulatory framework, policies and
procedures
The first prognostic point to improve tenure security that emerged from analysing the documents of
the GoU is to strengthen and/or reform legal and regulatory framework, policies and procedures. This
prognostic point entails several strategies. First of all, harmonizing complex tenure systems that still
prevail in Uganda. The GoU proposes to do this by incorporating traditional tenure systems into the
formal system. This point receives a lot of attention in all three documents. The proposed interventions
related to this are extensive and include measurements to design a fitting legislative and regulatory
framework, incorporating customary tenure in the land registry system by promoting and issuing
Certificates of Title of Customary Ownership (CCO), strengthening the capacity of traditional
institutions and the creation of more public awareness in order to generate participation by all land
users. Secondly, untangling the multiple overlapping and conflicting land rights under ‘mailo’ tenure
and native freehold. According to the GoU, ‘mailo’ tenure and ‘native’ freeholds “separate the
ownership of land from occupancy or ownership of developments by “lawful or bonafide” occupants.
This creates conflicting interests and overlaps in rights on the same piece of land” (MLHUD, 2016b,
p. 96). Two interventions are proposed in order to resolve these issues: ensuring an amicable landlordtenant relationship and undertaking a feasibility study for the establishment of an Administrative
Mediation Committee. Within this prognostic point, special attention is furthermore given to
strengthening the land rights of poor and vulnerable groups. According to the GoU, strengthening the
rights of weaker groups “will enable them to assert their rights against competing claims, and to bring
land to its most productive use” (MLHUD, 2013a, p. 54). In order to achieve this, the GoU proposes
several points varying from involving civil society organisations till promoting formalization (see table
9).
Sub-Code

Quotes

Strengthen
and/or reform
legal and
regulatory
framework,

“Harmonize and streamline the complex tenure regimes in
Uganda for equitable access to land and security of tenure…”

Source
(MLHUD,
2013b, p. 9;
2016b, p. 76)

“Strategic Objective 3:
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policies and
procedures

“To improve equity in access to land, livelihood opportunities
and tenure security of vulnerable groups”.
…
Strategies:
Streamline and integrate Communal Land Administration with
formal systems.”
“There is a need for convergence between state and traditional
systems of land administration, particularly with regard to the
certification of land rights, the empowerment of decentralized
institutions in land rights administration, and the management of
land as a resource at the local level.”
““Strategic Objective 3:
“To improve equity in access to land, livelihood opportunities
and tenure security of vulnerable groups”
…
Strategies:
2. Strengthen the land rights for the poor and vulnerable groups.
…
Interventions and Performance Indicators:
1. Develop and implement a national program to ensure
customary land rights are uniformly and effectively secured and
protected.
2. Streamline and strengthen the role and participation of civil
society organizations in supporting Communal Land
Associations
3. Review impact of mechanisms for improving Land Rights of
women and vulnerable groups and implement recommendations
4. Implement Legal Aid Mechanisms to assure equity and access
to justice through actions to protect land rights of vulnerable
groups.
5. Promote formalization of tenant occupancy on Registered
Land.”

(MLHUD,
2013a, p. 9;
53; 116)

(MLHUD,
2016b, p. 85)

(MLHUD,
2013a, p. 9;
53; 116)

Table 7 Strengthen and/or reform legal and regulatory framework, policies and procedures

4.2.2 Registration, Demarcation and Titling of land and land rights
The second prognostic measure to improve tenure security that was found in the NLGR documents is
registration, demarcation and titling of land and land rights. This sub-code was used extensively while
coding for prognostic and in all three documents there is a clear focus on the need for more formally
registered and titled land in the country. In the SDP for example, it is stressed that: “Currently about
20% of the country’s land is registered, with registration of rural land as low as 5%. Risks remain very
high for both investors and communities, thus limiting the volume of investment in the country” (2016,
p. 28). Promoting titling of land is therefore one of the ‘Sector Priorities’. This prognostic point is
partly intertwined with the harmonization of complex tenure systems, since complex tenure regimes,
especially customary tenure, are known for their lack of formal registration, as was already described
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in previous sections. However, whereas the previous point is concerned with harmonizing tenure
systems in all aspects (legal, regulatory etc.), this point only focusses on the actual registration, titling
and demarcation of land irrespective of the specific tenure system. It is especially stressed that in order
to overcome the tenure insecurity of untitled customary lands, acquiring Certificates of Customary
Ownership is highly beneficial. This type of certificates was already introduced by the Land Act (Cap.
227) in 1998, but implementation has faced challenges which the GoU addressed in more recent plans
like the LSSP- II. The NLGR recognize for example that the processes to acquire such land titles are
too expensive for some vulnerable groups within the Ugandan society. The establishment and
operationalization of the Land Fund is a proposed strategy to overcome this challenge and increase the
amount of titled land in the country. This fund is used to “give loans to tenants by occupancy to enable
them to acquire registrable interests, by the Government to purchase or acquire registered land to
enable tenants by occupancy to acquire registrable interests, to resettle persons who have been
displaced due to Government action, natural disaster or any other cause, and to assist persons to acquire
land titles that fall under the Land Act” (GoU, 1998, p. 46). Another strategy that falls under this subcode is the attempt at systemic demarcation and surveying of all land in Uganda. According to the
plans, specific boundary demarcation programs are to be designed and implemented in order to clarify
the state of all land in Uganda.
Sub-Code

Quotes

Source

Registration,
Demarcation
and Titling of
land and land
rights

“The Land Act (Cap. 227) makes it possible for individuals and
communities to acquire improved tenure security through the
acquisition of documented interests in the form of Certificates
of Customary Ownership and Certificates of Occupancy for
mailo tenants.”

(MLHUD,
2016b, p. 90)

“Sector Priorities... (iii)Promoting Land Registration, including
incorporation of customary tenure into the land registry system.”

(MLHUD,
2016b, p.
151)

“3. Review and roll out a national program for Systematic
Adjudication, Demarcation, Survey and Certification or
Registration of ownership program.”

(MLHUD,
2016b, p.
154)

Table 8 Registration, Demarcation and Titling of land and land rights

4.2.3 Increase awareness and provision of information on land
The third prognostic finding is that the GoU aims to impact tenure security through an increase in
awareness and provision of information on land. This entails campaigns aimed at increasing public
awareness on land, land rights and land related issues, the roll-out of a Land Information System (LIS)
and ensuring accessibility and availability of land information. In order to be able to increase the
provision of information on land, part of the GoU strategy is to develop and sustain a Land Information
System (LIS). It is stressed in the LSSP- II that it is important that the LIS infrastructure is capable of
incorporating information on land registry in all tenure categories and that this information is generated
quickly and available to all citizens at low cost. Establishing the LIS infrastructure for the provision
of information is one aspect of this prognosis, but it can only be of added value when it is used
accordingly. Therefore, mass public education on land rights and land issues is one of the key strategies
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to improve tenure security in all three documents. According to the GoU this is needed because a large
part of the population “happen to be ignorant of their rights and obligations” (MLHUD, 2016b, p. 72).
Therefore, improving public knowledge on this subject should be done by designing public awareness
campaigns on a broad spectrum of land-related subjects like the implementation of the National Land
Policy, land administration issues, land rights and LIS. Furthermore, the GoU states that land
administration and land rights should be included in the school curriculum.
Sub-Code

Quotes

Source

Increase
provision of
information on
land

“Carry out mass public education and continuous awareness on
land rights to the population most of who happen to be ignorant
of their rights and obligations.”

(MLHUD,
2016b, p. 72)

“Enhance accessibility and availability of Land Information
through maintaining a reliable and User-friendly Land
Information System (LIS) as a public good for planning and
national development.”

(MLHUD,
2016b, p. 88)

“Provision of information on land rights is a key strategy for
improving the security of land rights and therefore livelihoods
of vulnerable groups.”

(MLHUD,
2013a, p. 54;
77)

Table 9 Increase provision of information on land

4.2.4 Strengthen land dispute resolution mechanisms
Strengthening land dispute resolution mechanisms in order to improve tenure security is another
prognosis of the GoU. In the rationale of the GoU, conflicts decrease tenure security and lead to less
rational and optimal use of land and limited investment incentives. According to all three documents,
access to timely, efficient, fair and affordable dispute resolution mechanisms is therefore pivotal for
ensuring tenure security. The GoU aims to implement this strategy not only for formal dispute
resolution mechanisms, but especially for traditional/customary (or ‘alternative’) dispute resolution
mechanisms. This is for example done by strengthening the capacity of dispute resolution institutions,
providing training to the Judiciary and other land tribunals and conducting a comprehensive review of
legal frameworks to identify gaps (MLHUD, 2016b).
Sub-Code

Quotes

Source

Strengthen land
dispute
resolution
mechanisms

“Access to timely, efficient and affordable dispute resolution
mechanisms for efficient land markets, tenure security and
investment stability in the land sector is imperative to realizing
the vision and objectives of this policy.”

(MLHUD,
2013b, p. 37)

“Similarly, access to fair land dispute resolution institutions and
mechanisms is also critical for ensuring tenure security,
especially for the poor and vulnerable groups and will be
developed and strengthened.”

(MLHUD,
2013a, p. 63)

“Strategic Objective 3:
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“To improve equity in access to land, livelihood opportunities
and tenure security of vulnerable groups”
…
Strategies:
1. Strengthen land dispute mechanisms, institutions and
structures.
…
Interventions and Performance Indicators:
1. Strengthen and Re-align Institutional Framework for Land
Dispute Resolution
2. Implement Funding Mechanisms for Land Dispute Resolution
Institutions
3. Review Regulations and Develop Guidelines for Alternative
Land Dispute Resolution Arrangements”

(MLHUD,
2013a, p. 9;
53; 116)

Table 10 Strengthen land dispute resolution mechanisms

4.2.5 Capacity building of institutions and networks
In order to implement all the above-mentioned prognostic points, it is pointed out in the documents
that an overall strengthening of institutions and stakeholder networks is needed. As has become clear,
this is also a pivotal aspect within some of the other prognostic point mentioned throughout this
chapter. For example, strengthening the capacity and knowledge of dispute resolution institutions or
involving non-governmental actors in strengthening the rights of vulnerable groups. Although, this
point can therefore be seen as a more indirect prognosis, it is still regarded as pivotal to the
improvement of tenure security by the GoU since it is such a sector-wide issue. It applies to various
levels (local, sub-national and national) and types (customary/traditional and statutory) of institutions,
as well as non-state actors like INGO’s and development partners.
Sub-Code

Quotes

Source

Capacity
building of
institutions and
networks

“Capacity Building of the Lands Subsector: In order to ensure
transparent land rights administration, accountability and easily
accessible institutions and strengthen systems and capacity for
delivery of land services, the subsector will; develop the
physical infrastructure of the lands subsector; Strengthen land
management institutions and human resource capacity; …
Support the development of professional capacity and
participation; Strengthen the overall land rights administration
system; and, Develop programmes aimed at improving the
capacity of land administration institutions in service delivery.”

(MLHUD,
2016b, p.
154)

Table 11 Capacity building of institutions and networks

4.2.6 Prognostic Conclusion
In the previous paragraphs, the five prognostic points were discussed that emerged from the data. An
important finding is that the strategies proposed to improve tenure security need to be seen as
intertwined and mutually reinforcing. For example, demarcation and mapping/surveying of the land is
partly coded under ‘Registration, Demarcation and Titling of land and land rights’ and partly under
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‘Increase provision of information on land’. The act of actually surveying, demarcating and mapping
belongs more to ‘Registration, Demarcation and Titling of land and land rights’, but the accessibility
and promotion of this information fits in the prognosis of ‘Increase provision of information on land’.
Another example of this can be found when comparing ‘Strengthen land dispute mechanisms’ and
‘Strengthen institutions’; land dispute mechanisms cannot be strengthened without strengthening the
institutions that provide these mechanisms. What stands out when reading all prognostic points and
corresponding quotes, is that the formalization of land, and in particular the customary tenure system,
seems to be the red thread throughout almost all proposed strategies to improve tenure security.

4.3 Motivational
In this paragraph the sub-codes regarding the motivational aspects of tenure security that emerged from
the data are discussed. The sub-codes that were found answer the sub-question: Who is responsible for
securing tenure according to the GoU? First it is important to mention that all three documents that
were analysed are published by the Ministry of Lands, Housing and Urban Development (MLHUD).
The fact that improving tenure security is stated as a key objective in all three documents assumes that
(at least some) responsibility lies with the government and the ministry in particular. However, as can
be observed from the quotes that are presented in table 16, responsibilities are divided between various
government levels and various departments, offices and representatives. Even though tenure security
is officially stated to be the responsibility of the Department of Human Settlement of the Housing subsector of the ministry of Lands, Housing and Urban Development, different departments are in charge
of different objectives that aim to impact tenure security. For example, almost all the prognostic points
mentioned in the previous paragraph fall under the responsibility of (different departments within) the
Lands sub-sector of MLHUD. It turned out to be impossible to code all the specific (sub-) responsible
parties for every objective or part of the policy that impacts tenure security. This would have resulted
in a highly confusing overview of overlapping and conflicting responsibilities. Instead three
responsibility levels as identified in LSSP- II (national, district and sub-county and below) were coded
in general with on the national level a distinction between the main departments and layers to show
how responsibility is dispersed even within these three levels.
Sub-Code

Quotes

Source

Government

“The 6th Schedule, of the National Constitution defines
functions for which the Central Government is responsible.
These include among others the management of land, mines,
mineral, water resources and environment”
“The Vision of the Ministry is “Sustainable Land Use, Land
Tenure Security, Affordable, Decent Housing and Organized
Urban Development.” And the Mission is “To ensure
Sustainable Land Management, Orderly Development and
Adequate Housing for all” While the Mandate is “To ensure
rational and sustainable use, effective management of land and
orderly development of urban and rural areas as well as safe,
planned and adequate housing for socioeconomic development.”

(MLHUD,
2013a, p. 22)

“The Land Sub-sector: The land sub-sector is directly
responsible for land administration and land management. The

(MLHUD,
2013a, p. 23)

MLHUD

(MLHUD,
2016b, p. 66)
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sub-sector is also responsible for reviewing policies and putting
in place laws to ensure sustainable land management, promote
sustainable land use for all and foster orderly urban
development throughout the country.”

District Offices

Sub-county
representatives

“1.3 Housing Sub-sector
The Housing subsector is responsible for…. as well as
guaranteeing the security of tenure for all especially the
vulnerable in society.”
“At the district level, responsibility for policy / planning and
allocation will lie with the District Land Office (DLO), the
District Planning Unit (DPU) and District Technical Planning
Committee (DTPC), and the District Council. The District
Council will be responsible for overall policy development,
planning and allocation, while the District Land Office, DPU
and DTPC will be responsible for harmonizing district land
sector planning and allocations with the national LSSP.
Implementation of district land policy in relation to land
allocation will be performed by the District Land Boards, whose
autonomy from the District Council will be improved through
the provision of central government funding.”
“3) Sub-county level and below
At the sub-county level and below, these responsibilities are
borne by the LC3 Executive Committee, the Sub-County
Technical Planning Committee (SCTPC), and the Sub-County
Chief / Recorder. Together they will be responsible for
interpretation of national and district land policies, and
allocation for land administration and management activities.”

(MLHUD,
2016b, p. 13)

(MLHUD,
2013a, p. 87)

(MLHUD,
2013a, p. 87)

Table 12 Motivational sub-codes

4.3.1 National, District and Sub-County and below
As already pointed out above, the institutional framework of the GoU for the implementation of the
NLGR is built on a three tier structure: national, district and sub-county and below (MLHUD, 2013a).
To visualise in how these tiers are connected, figure 3 presents the organigram of the institutional
structure of the land sector as stipulated in the LSSP. Even though a lot of actors are being involved in
the land sector (see figure 3), not all actors are identified as responsible by the GoU. This is for example
the case for CSO’s and the private sector.
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Figure 4 Institutional structure Land Sector (MLHUD, 2013a, p. 82)

On the national level some parts of the text that indicate responsibility mention ‘the government’ as a
whole without further distinction. In the SDP it is for example stated that it is the government’s policy
to ensure that every family lives in a house that meets the necessary requirements of, among other
things, security of tenure (MLHUD, 2016b). In other parts of the documents, the MLHUD is indicated
as the responsible party for tenure security, instead of the government as a whole. When analysing the
vision, mission and mandate statements of the MLHUD (see table 14), it is interesting to see that tenure
security is included in the vision, but completely disappears in the mandate, which seems to be more
in line with the rationale on ‘optimal use of land’ and tenure security as linked to economic incentive.
Additionally, within the MLHUD there is a division of responsibility between the Lands sub-sector
and the Housing sub-sector. It is explicitly stated that the Housing sub-sector is responsible for tenure
security, but at the same time the Lands sub-sector is responsible for land administration and land
management. On the district level responsibility lies with different units, boards, councils and offices.
As can be derived from the quotes in table 14, the responsible parties for policy planning and allocation
are the District Land Office (DLO), the District Planning Unit (DPU) and District Technical Planning
Committee (DTPC), and the District Council. The District Planning Unit and the District Technical
Planning Committee are furthermore responsible for harmonizing the district land sector planning with
the national LSSP. On the level of the Sub-County and below, there are different responsible units as
well. Responsibilities and tasks are divided between the LC3 Executive Committee, the Sub-County
Technical Planning Committee (SCTPC), and the Sub-County Chief. Together they are responsible
for interpretation of the national and district land policies, and the allocation of land administration
and management activities. Both on the district level and the Sub-County level no specific or explicit
responsible party for tenure security is identified by the GoU.

4.3.2 Motivational Conclusion
The shift towards decentralization that was pointed out by the academic literature (German et al., 2013;
Van Leeuwen, 2014) has clearly been mentioned in the documents as an objective and can be observed
in the organigram. As can be concluded, responsibilities regarding tenure security are divided between
various government layers and bodies. Because each prognostic point has its own responsible parties
and different layers of responsibility, it has proven to be difficult to untangle them. Even though
MLHUD is explicitly mentioned as responsible for ensuring tenure security, in the dispersed reality
the question remains whether this claim has any value. It is not surprising that responsibilities are split
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up and divided in a decentralized government. Nevertheless it raises questions about who actually
impacts tenure security on an operational, day-to-day, basis and how it is assured that all layers fit
seamlessly together. For example, it is interesting to see that although tenure security is a key strategic
objective in the plans and the shift towards decentralization is clear, the GoU does not explicitly
appoint a responsible party for tenure security on District level and Sub-County level.

4.4 Conclusion interpretation GoU
After analysing the three documents in terms of diagnostic, prognostic and motivational aspects on
tenure security and discussing every key framing task independently, this conclusion serves as a
vertical analysis between key framing tasks and discusses the government’s interpretation of tenure
security. By doing so it answers SQ1 “How does the GoU interpret tenure security?”.
Putting all findings together, the conclusion can be drawn that the government’s interpretation
can essentially be summarised in one word: formalization. After the analysis it has become irrefutable
that this theme is leading in all three Framing Tasks. I have pointed out that GoU does not explicitly
define tenure security. However, incorporating improved tenure security as a policy objective implies
that the government understands tenure security as a concept that can be influenced through
government intervention. Coherent with the formalization rationale, tenure security is primarily
diagnosed in economic and legalistic ways. According to the GoU, tenure is secure when land is
demarcated properly and ownership is formally documented with appropriate certificates and titles.
When tenure is secured through the proposed formalization, it serves as a development mechanism for
increasing livelihood sustainability and economic development, especially for vulnerable groups
within the Ugandan society. It is stressed that this development is needed in order to adhere to the
Ugandan Vision 2040 of ‘transforming Uganda to a modernized and developed country’. Keeping this
economic and legal orientated diagnosis of tenure security in mind, it is no surprise that one of the
spearpoints of the prognosis is to formalize the customary tenure system. Regarding the category of
tenure type it has become clear that the Gou believes that in its current form the customary system is
not capable of securing tenure and therefore hinders economic development. It is noticeable that
although formalization is the main message, the government also claims to leave room for customary
institutions. Even more so, one of the strategies to improve tenure security is to strengthen institutions
and dispute resolution mechanisms with a special focus on customary/traditional institutions. This
indeed seems to create the ambiguity that was discussed in chapter 1 and 2, especially when keeping
in mind that the GoU so clearly states that tenure security is in any case not customary. However, when
zooming in on the proposed strategies to ‘recognize and strengthen’ the customary tenure system, a
less ambiguous picture than expected comes to the surface. It becomes clear that in the government’s
rationale, the way to recognize and strengthen customary tenure is to formalize it through proposed
strategies, like titling land with CCO’s.
Several more prognostic points can be traced back to the abovementioned diagnosis of tenure
security. For example, in order to demarcate boundaries and accurately disseminate certificates of
ownership, adequate dispute resolution mechanisms are needed in order to resolve old and new
conflicts over land. Furthermore, all of the new information on land (boundaries, titles etc.) needs to
be administered and the information made accessible in order to prevent future conflicts that endanger
tenure security and provide stakeholders (especially the GoU and investors) with a clear overview.
This is also where the prognosis of the establishment of an easy-accessible Land Information System
fits in. Moreover, the GoU argues that a threat to tenure security is a widespread lack of knowledge
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and awareness among land users on land rights, policies and issues. Therefore, in order for nationwide formalization to work, all citizens need to be made aware of their rights and the legal framework
in place, which leads to the prognosis of designing public sensitization campaigns. All of these
prognostic points cannot succeed without the proper physical, financial, human and institutional
resources. Hence the need for an additional prognostic point which aims at building the capacity of
institutions and networks for service delivery. This capacity building is not limited to government
departments, but rather encompasses a range of actors, varying from customary institutions to nongovernmental organisations, and stretches across different institutional levels.
When it comes to the motivational aspect of tenure security, the conclusion is less clear-cut. In
essence, the MLHUD is the designated responsible party for securing tenure according to the analysed
documents. However, the combination of the extensive and highly intertwined prognosis with the
bureaucratic structure of the MLHUD and the involvement of multiple actors, leads to the fact that, in
reality, the question of who is responsible is much more complex to answer. As a part of the
government’s dedication to decentralization, we have seen that in the NLGR responsibility is divided
over ‘three tiers’, being national, district and sub-county and below. Each tier is responsible for
different aspects of the prognosis of the NLGR and within these tiers responsibility is further divided
between different departments and representatives. Since the web of responsibilities is highly complex
and overlapping, this analysis has provided some clear evidence and insights for the theories on
institutional multiplicity of the lands sector that were discussed in earlier chapters. It is described in
the documents that policies are being re-interpreted by responsible parties, which assumes they indeed
create room to manoeuvre.
What is interesting is that the frame as outlined here seems to be invigorated by open
communication about failures and ambiguities of previous plans, creating the appearance of
transparency. However, transparent communication says little about practical implications. As can be
read in this chapter, the government’s intervention plans are quite elaborate and have a strong legal
and economic focus, but are not always very concrete. Thus, the question remains how these plans are
implemented and whether the government’s formalization rationale is capable of securing tenure in
the complex reality of Uganda. Maybe even more so, the question can be asked whether securing
tenure is even the key objective, or if formalization of land is perhaps primarily used to clear the way
for foreign investors? Especially when it comes to division of responsibilities it is evident that the
decentralization has created a situation of institutional multiplicity in which room is left for reinterpreting policies. In earlier chapters it was already established that non-government organisations
are flourishing in the governance landscape of multiplicity and should be considered important
institutional actors. The fact that involvement of such non-state actors is even stipulated in the NLGR
documents only consolidates this theory. Therefore, exploring their vision is crucial: do they adhere to
the interpretation of the GoU? What interpretation do they give of the mandates of GoU? To answer
these questions the next chapter analyses publications of INGOs Oxfam, ZOA and Trócaire .
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Chapter 5: Discussion and Analysis of INGOs
In this chapter the findings regarding the interpretations of tenure security as adopted by INGOs are
discussed. Each organisation is discussed in a separate paragraph and the analysis is structured along
the Key Framing Tasks and the sub-codes that were found during the second coding cycle. Before
moving to each organisation’s interpretation of tenure security, the organisation’s vision on national
land policies and reforms is discussed. For each organisation a sub-conclusion is written that highlights
the most noticeable findings and performs a vertical analysis to connect the Framing Tasks and
summarise the complete interpretation of tenure security. In the concluding paragraph of this chapter,
the organisations are compared to each other in terms of their diagnostic, prognostic and motivational
aspects. It has to be noted that, in order to keep a clear structure, the focus of this chapter lies on the
INGO’s alone. A comparison with the GoU will be made in Chapter 6.

5.1 Oxfam International
Before moving on to Oxfam’s interpretation of tenure security, it is important to outline the
organisation’s position towards the national land governance policies. While Oxfam recognizes the
efforts of the GoU to improve their land policies and procedures, it is critical towards the current
policies in the publications for several reasons. Firstly, Oxfam notes that, overall, research has shown
that there are disparities between policy and implementation which lead to an increase in inequality
rather than the proclaimed decrease. Oxfam states that: “There is a glaring gap between policy and
legal text and the reality of implementation on the ground.” (Muhumuza & Akumu, 2019, p. 28). It
seems that Oxfam blames the GoU for this to some extent, as they note that besides attempts at reforms
the GoU has pushed in the opposite direction to amend laws for easier land acquisition before adequate
compensation for the land owner is realised (Muhumuza & Akumu, 2019, p. 16). Thus, although
Oxfam is seemingly positive about some parts of the policy and plans - some of their recommendations
are even designed to assist with the implementation of the National Land Policy - they remain critical
because they argue implementation is weak. The second point of critique Oxfam has is that Ugandan
land policies and plans rely on the idea that the government can acquire land at any time if it is in the
‘public interest’. However, it is never explicitly defined what is meant by public interest. According
to Oxfam this often leads to a situation in which already wealthy individuals are the only ones to benefit
(Muhumuza & Akumu, 2019, p. 19). Thirdly, Oxfam criticizes the GoU for existing gaps in record
keeping and the lack of clear procedures on valuation of land. According to Oxfam this leads to unfair
assessments of costs and benefits in the process of considering investments. Related to this is the
critique of Oxfam that GoU has a too narrow understanding of land and its value. The Oxfam rationale
is that current land valuation processes and policies miss out on the intangible aspects of land, which
Oxfam beliefs have a big impact on people’s lives (Muhumuza & Akumu, 2019, p. 23). Within this
narrow understanding the lack of attention to environmental impact of investments is also an issue for
Oxfam, because it is argued that livelihoods of the rural poor depend heavily on land and the
environment (Muhumuza & Akumu, 2019, p. 23). Another point of critique Oxfam has is the lack of
clarity in dispute resolution mechanisms. According to Oxfam laws are still unclear on which forum
should be used when. This adds to inequality because wealthy people can ‘forum shop’ and choose the
forum that is most likely to rule in their favour (Muhumuza & Akumu, 2019, p. 25). Furthermore,
Oxfam believes that gender equity and equality in land tenure is essential for achieving tenure security
and although objectives to achieve this are clearly stated in the NLP, the Constitution and the Land
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Act, other important policies such as the Divorce Act remain discriminative towards women in matters
related to land rights. In this regard, Oxfam also states that legal provisions are not enough to achieve
equality, instead measures need to be socially and politically accepted and enforced (Muhumuza &
Akumu, 2019, pp. 27-28).

5.1.1 Diagnostic
In their publication “Securing Women’s Land Rights in Northern Uganda” Oxfam devotes some
attention to the explanation of tenure security and defines the concept as follows:
“Tenure security comprises both ‘objective’ and ‘subjective’ aspects. Objective or de jure tenure
security refers to the actual physical nature, content, duration and enforceability of land rights
associated with guarantees, durability of boundary descriptions and opportunities for dealing with
conflict. The subjective or de facto aspect of tenure security refers to the land owner’s perceptions of
land rights security” (Burke & Kobusingye, 2014, p. 28).
However, when reading the rest of this (and other) publications, it becomes clear that Oxfam’s
understanding of tenure security comprises more aspects than this definition contains. These aspects
are derived from indirect coding of pieces of text where a definition is implied. In table 15 an overview
of the diagnostic codes from Oxfam’s documentation can be found. In order to illustrate the meaning
of the sub-codes, one quote from the text is added to the table for each sub-code as an example. All
sub-codes are elaborated on below.
Sub-Code

Quotes

Source

Type of tenure

“The overwhelming reason expressed for the preferences for
both customary and freehold was security of tenure and
confidence the selected form of tenure offered the best chance
land could be bequeathed to children without fear of
interference from external parties.”
“The relatively high correlation in experience between men and
women related to many of the variables examined, such as
marital status, age, and geographic location, suggests tenure
security is not necessarily a gender issue, but perhaps
sometimes better understood and addressed as a demographic
issue.”
“It is primarily intra-family relations that determine land access
and tenure security…”

(Burke &
Kobusingye,
2014, p. 25)

Dependent on
demographics

Dependent on
social structures
and context
Objective and
Subjective

“Tenure security comprises both ‘objective’ and ‘subjective’
aspects. Objective or de jure tenure security refers to the actual
physical nature, content, duration and enforceability of land
rights associated with guarantees, durability of boundary
descriptions and opportunities for dealing with conflict. The
subjective or de facto aspect of tenure security refers to the land
owner’s perceptions of land rights security.”

(Burke &
Kobusingye,
2014, p. 53)

(Burke &
Kobusingye,
2014, p. 18)
(Burke &
Kobusingye,
2014, p. 28)
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Ownership

“According to the respondents, a key aspect of ownership is
(Burke &
security of tenure. Ownership was equated with absolute security Kobusingye,
of tenure in perpetuity, free from trespass and encroachment; not 2014, p. 28)
necessarily synonymous with western concepts of “ownership”
and “private property” defined by the right to alienation.”

Table 13 Diagnostic Oxfam

Type of tenure: customary or freehold
In the publication about tenure security for women in Northern Uganda, Oxfam presents research that
shows that the preferred forms of tenure by respondents of the study were customary and freehold:
“The overwhelming reason expressed for the preferences for both customary and freehold was security
of tenure and confidence the selected form of tenure offered the best chance land could be bequeathed
to children without fear of interference from external parties” (Burke & Kobusingye, 2014, p. 25).
These findings are used throughout the rest of the publication and mentioned several times. Specific
attention is given to customary tenure and the fact that a significant number of women reported tenure
security under customary law. According to Oxfam this suggests that the wide-spread notion that
customary tenure is per definition unsecure needs to be revised. Oxfam concludes that “…customary
tenure systems can be secure and cater to both communal and individual rights…” (Burke &
Kobusingye, 2014, p. 54).
Dependent on demographics
What becomes evident after coding the publications of Oxfam, is that it sees tenure security as a
concept that is dependent on, and varies between, demographical categories of a population. This
means that specific categories of people are more prone to experiencing tenure insecurity than others
and that tenure security in general is experienced differently by these groups. Oxfam especially
highlights the relatively high level of tenure insecurity that women face in Uganda. Moreover, it points
at the differences in tenure security between different categories of women depending on marital status
and age for example: “The relatively high correlation in experience between men and women related
to many of the variables examined, such as marital status, age, and geographic location, suggests tenure
security is not necessarily a gender issue, but perhaps sometimes better understood and addressed as a
demographic issue.” (Burke & Kobusingye, 2014, p. 53).
Dependent on social structures and context
Oxfam’s publications show that the organisation understands tenure security as something that is
dependent on social structures and context. This is very similar to the previous point, but goes beyond
demographics and it is therefore worthwhile to make this distinction. It means for example that women
that belong to the same demographic category (same age and marital status) can experience different
levels of tenure security depending on their own personal context and social environment. According
to Oxfam, “It is primarily intra-family relations that determine land access and tenure security…”
(Burke & Kobusingye, 2014, p. 18). They point out that especially the customary tenure system is
“…embedded in social relationships and that entitlements to land are associated with family
relationships rather than a legal code to exclude people.” (Burke & Kobusingye, 2014, p. 18). As a
result of this, Oxfam states that social cohesion and community sense are important factors in
determining whether or not tenure security is enjoyed.
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Objective and Subjective
Oxfam’s diagnosis is holistic in the sense that it defines tenure security as having both objective and
subjective aspects, as was outlined in the quote in the beginning of the paragraph, but also because it
considers more indirect aspects of tenure security in its interpretation. Especially when writing about
what current land valuation processes are missing, Oxfam stresses the importance of indirect factors,
intangible aspects and long-term influences: “Even if market-based valuations were accurate, they
would not capture the value to communities of their historical and cultural attachments to their land,
or the benefits of living as part of family and clan structures, which provide resilience against shocks.
These intangible values have a major impact on people’s quality of life.” (Muhumuza & Akumu, 2019,
p. 18). In this regard Oxfam also stresses the link between environmental impact, climate change and
tenure security: “Nor do valuations properly account for environmental impacts…Many large-scale
development projects not only displace people but pollute the environment, reducing the productivity
of agriculture and other land-based activities in surrounding areas, increasing the incidence of health
problems and in some cases exacerbating the effects of climate change” (Muhumuza & Akumu, 2019,
p. 18).
Ownership: not dependent on formal documentation
The last diagnostic aspect to tenure security that was found in the publications of Oxfam is ownership
of land. Oxfam’s research finds that ownership is strongly associated with security of tenure. However,
according to Oxfam, ownership needs to be regarded in the broadest sense: “According to the
respondents, a key aspect of ownership is security of tenure. Ownership was equated with absolute
security of tenure in perpetuity, free from trespass and encroachment; not necessarily synonymous
with western concepts of “ownership” and “private property” defined by the right to alienation”
(Burke & Kobusingye, 2014, p. 28). The fact that tenure security is not dependent on formal
documentation as proof of ownership is even mentioned as one of the ‘key findings’ of the publication
‘Women’s land rights in Northern Uganda’.

5.1.2 Prognostic
Since the publications of Oxfam are extensive, the prognosis of Oxfam on how to improve tenure
security is quite elaborate. In table 16, an overview can be found of the prognostic sub-codes that were
derived from Oxfam’s documentation. The rest of this paragraph elaborates on Oxfam’s prognosis per
sub-code. As was described in chapter 3, these sub-codes serve as categories and can consist of
multiple prognostic points.
Sub-Code

Quotes

Source

Registration,
Demarcation and
Titling of land and
land rights
Capacity building of
institutions and
networks

“As above, boundary disputes accounted for the largest
proportion (42%) of land conflict. The demarcation of external
boundaries is critical, and has the potential to deliver a clear and
immediate reduction in land related conflicts.”
“g (Government; NGOs) Assist with the capacity building
(training, sensitization and the provision of basic materials, for
instance ADR, land statutes) of targeted government institutions
such as the District Land Boards and Area Land Committees for
the effective implementation of land governance.”

(Burke &
Kobusingye,
2014, p. 52)
(Burke &
Kobusingye,
2014, p. 56)
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Improve/Incorporate “c (Government; Development Partners; NGOs) Assist in the
dispute resolution
definition of roles for statutory and customary institutions in “a
mechanisms
clear hierarchy for dispute resolution structures to guarantee the
finality and authoritativeness of decisions, subject to appeal to
higher levels of jurisdiction” in cooperation with relevant
government institutions as stipulated in the National Land
Policy.”
Strengthen and/or
“Review and reform unfair land laws and policies
reform legal and
Existing land laws and policies must be brought into line with
regulatory systems, the Constitution, and with regional and international standards.”
policies and
procedures
Increase awareness
“Information on land both customary and statutory land related
and provision of
issues is desperately needed and radio is the best and most cost
information on land effective tool to reach and inform the population across northern
Uganda.”
Tackle root causes
“laws and policies on land also need to be coupled with efforts
of inequality
to tackle cultural notions, power structures and other root causes
of inequality.”

(Burke &
Kobusingye,
2014, p. 56)

(Muhumuza
& Akumu,
2019, p. 31)

(Burke &
Kobusingye,
2014, p. 50)
(Muhumuza
& Akumu,
2019, p. 16)

Table 14 Prognostic Oxfam

Registration, Demarcation and Titling of land and land rights
On multiple instances, Oxfam refers to the need for registration, demarcation and/or titling of land
(rights) in order to improve tenure security. Sometimes this is more indirect, for example it describes
how the demarcation of property boundaries decreases the chances at disputes and thus increasing
security of tenure: “Encourage individuals and communities to demarcate boundaries by planting
hedges and trees to demarcate boundaries as a cost effective method to avert land conflict in the first
place” (Burke & Kobusingye, 2014, p. 57). Another point that Oxfam raises within this sub-code is
that valuation of land and compensation processes should be improved and adjusted. The current
processes do not only miss out on the intangible aspects of land and tenure security, as was described
in the diagnosis, but are currently also functioning poorly. Oxfam furthermore states that support is
necessary to “address the administrative and procedural issues associated with the effective and
equitable implementation of Certificates of Customary Ownership (CCOs) as stipulated in the National
Land Policy” (Burke & Kobusingye, 2014, p. 56). In this light, Oxfam also recommend to assist with
the establishment of Communal Land Associations and communal land management schemes,
specifically among pastoral communities in Northern Uganda.
Capacity building of institutions and networks
This prognostic point directly links to the critique of Oxfam that there is a big gap between policy and
implementation. According to Oxfam, one of the main causes of this gap is a lack of capacity of (state)
institutions. Therefore one of its recommendations is to “assist with the capacity building (training,
sensitization and the provision of basic materials, for instance ADR, land statutes) of targeted
government institutions such as the District Land Boards and Area Land Committees for the effective
implementation of land governance” (Burke & Kobusingye, 2014, p. 56). Moreover, the capacity of
local institutions has to be built as well in order to “effectively engage international development
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partners and provide quality programmatic reports and financial accountability” (Burke &
Kobusingye, 2014, p. 56). Oxfam furthermore highlights that numerous stakeholders are involved in
land governance in Uganda and currently there is a lack of coordination and cooperation between them.
Therefore, overall network development and improvement of working relations is needed as well.
Improve/Incorporate dispute resolution mechanisms
One of the key recommendations of Oxfam’s report ‘Land an inequality in Uganda’ is to improve
dispute resolution mechanisms. This has several dimensions and practical implications. First of all,
according to Oxfam, Land tribunals should be properly funded and the government’s Land Fund needs
to be reformed in order to be more inclusive and transparent (Muhumuza & Akumu, 2019).
Furthermore, Oxfam recommends to invest in technology to catch up on the backlog of land cases and
improve access to justice mechanisms (Muhumuza & Akumu, 2019). Another dimension of improving
dispute resolution mechanisms is closely related to the former prognostic point of capacity building.
Oxfam notes how dispute resolution forums across the country would benefit from an increase in
capacity and properly trained staff. This applies to both statutory and customary resolution
mechanisms. In this light, Oxfam also stresses the need to define the roles for statutory and customary
institutions in “a clear hierarchy for dispute resolution structures…as stipulated in the National Land
Policy”(Burke & Kobusingye, 2014, p. 56).
Strengthen and/or reform legal and regulatory systems, policies and procedures
Oxfam states that there is a clear link between unjust land systems and rising inequality and believes
that better laws, policies and procedures could be a key driver in poverty alleviation. They point out
that existing laws and policies should be brought in line with the Constitution and international and
regional standards (Muhumuza & Akumu, 2019). Furthermore, Oxfam thinks the gaps in the legal
framework should be closed by harmonization and implementation of existing laws. Currently there is
a “glaring gap between policy and legal text and the reality of implementation on the ground”
(Muhumuza & Akumu, 2019, p. 28). according to Oxfam and they state that this is especially true for
land rights for vulnerable groups like women.
Increase awareness and provision of information on land
Within this prognostic point Oxfam focusses on the sensitization of the mass public on issues related
to land and land rights. According to Oxfam, special attention should be given to sensitizing the public
on land rights of vulnerable groups, because “there is a distinct lack of information and knowledge
concerning legislation that grants land rights in families, especially relating to women” (Burke &
Kobusingye, 2014, p. 50). However, also more practical things like sensitizing the population on the
importance of preparing a will in advance of death to minimize confusion and conflict relating to the
inheritance of land is part of the prognosis of Oxfam (Burke & Kobusingye, 2014). Oxfam indicates
FM radio as an important and effective medium to sensitize the public in Uganda.
Tackle root causes of inequality
Oxfam stresses that the abovementioned prognostic points cannot succeed without simultaneously
tackling root causes of inequality. Among these root causes are cultural beliefs and power structures.
They state for example that “Allowing customary land registration does not mean much for women
unless the customs that prevent women from owning land are addressed” (Muhumuza & Akumu, 2019,
p. 16). Within their publications they devote special attention to gender and urge the government of
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Uganda to take a more proactive approach towards gender inequality. According to Oxfam, reforms
need to focus on the most vulnerable in society and that such a focus alone already requires a
willingness to challenge negative cultural norms and perspectives (Muhumuza & Akumu, 2019, p. 31).

5.1.3 Motivational
interesting to see that in their publications, Oxfam is both explicit and vague in appointing
responsibility for tenure security to stakeholders. In the report ‘Securing Women’s Land Rights in
Northern Uganda’, Oxfam lists numerous recommendations with per point a mentioning of the
‘relevant actors’. The actors that they mention throughout all recommendations are displayed in table
17 and consist of: the GoU, NGO’s, Development Partners and Traditional Leaders. Different
(combinations of) actors are assigned to different recommendations. What exactly belongs to which
category is not explicitly defined. Furthermore, it is not specified on how these actors should divide
responsibility and how these responsibilities are to be fulfilled on an operational level.
Sub-Code

Quotes

Source

Government of
Uganda

“The Government of Uganda is clearly the primary institution
responsible for the tenure security of its citizens, ensuring
equitable service delivery and addressing issues relating to the
administration and governance of land throughout the country.”
“c (Government; NGOs) The harmonization of efforts and
exchange of experiences of NGOs, CBOs, FBOs and other
development partners engaged in land related development
issues could be improved and expanded through engagement
and support to the Northern Uganda Land Platform (NULP).”
“b (Government; Development Partners; NGOs; Traditional
Leaders) Encourage individuals and communities to demarcate
boundaries by planting hedges and trees to demarcate
boundaries as a cost effective method to avert land conflict in the
first place.”
“d (Government; NGOs; Traditional Leaders) Build the capacity
of clan heads and appropriate customary leaders (training,
sensitization and the provision of basic materials, for instance,
appropriate statutory land regulations, and, where available,
PPRR and ADR resources), establish efficient mechanism to
resolve conflict and maintain records in cooperation with
relevant government institutions as stipulated in the National
Land Policy.”

Oxfam,
2014, p. 49

NGO’s

Development
partners

Traditional
leaders

Oxfam,
2014, p. 57

Oxfam,
2014, p. 57

Oxfam,
2014, p. 56

Table 15 Oxfam Motivational

Government of Uganda
According to Oxfam “The Government of Uganda is clearly the primary institution responsible for the
tenure security of its citizens…” (Burke & Kobusingye, 2014, p. 49). It is therefore no surprise that
they are stated in one publication at every recommendation as (one of) the responsible actors. However,
Oxfam acknowledges that the government faces several constrains and additional actors are relevant.
NGO’s
Next to the government, Oxfam assigns responsibility to NGO’s in improving tenure security. Similar
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to the GoU, NGO’s are mentioned as relevant in all of the recommendations. Interesting to see is that
in earlier chapters of their publication ‘Securing Women’s Land Rights in Northern Uganda’, attention
is devoted to the role of civil society organisations in land-related interventions. However, in their
recommendations Oxfam only mentions NGO’s as responsible actors instead of the broader category
of CSO’s.
Development Partners
A third relevant actors identified by Oxfam is development partners. However, it is not clearly defined
what qualifies as a development partner and how this is different from CSO’s or international
(non)governmental organisations. Development partners are mentioned in recommendations regarding
advocacy, sensitization of the public, assisting in improving dispute resolution mechanisms, capacity
building of institutions, assist in monitoring implementation of the NLP and network development.
Traditional Leaders
The last actor that is mentioned as a relevant in Oxfam publications is traditional leaders. Oxfam
recognizes the important role they still play within Ugandan society and especially in the customary
system. Traditional leaders are mentioned as relevant in recommendations regarding sensitization of
the public on various issues (like women’s rights), empowerment of women, capacity building of
customary leaders for conflict resolution mechanisms, documentation of customary land tenure rules,
providing support to resolve administrative and procedural issues, encouraging the population to
demarcate boundaries and network development between stakeholders.

5.1.4 Conclusion Oxfam
What becomes evident after analysing Oxfam’s documentation is that the organisation’s interpretation
of tenure security contains economic, legal and social perceptions. The explicit definition, which
focusses on objective and subjective aspects, is supplemented with several indirectly coded aspects.
The most notable of which is the fact that Oxfam does not believe customary tenure is per definition
insecure and that therefore proof of ownership in the form of formal documentation is not necessary
to secure customary tenure. Nevertheless, Oxfam states that ownership, although not in the western
sense, is strongly associated with security of tenure. So, even though documentation is not necessary,
(a sense of) ownership does play a vital role in tenure security according to Oxfam. Important
determinants of this ownership, and thus of tenure security, are the social context and relationships of
which especially the intra-family relationship is important. It is therefore quite noticeable that in its
prognosis Oxfam’s returns to a more neoclassical economic understanding when it calls for “effective
and equitable implementation of Certificates of Customary Ownership as stipulated in the NLP”
(Burke & Kobusingye, 2014, p. 56). Furthermore, Oxfam focusses on boundary demarcation, not for
the sake of formalization of land, but more as a tool to minimize land conflicts which, in turn, leads to
more tenure security according to Oxfam’s rationale. Since conflicts can be seen as social context and
relationships, this is again evidence of a social approach to tenure security. Staying within the realm
of land conflicts, Oxfam’s publications suggest that the prognostic point of improving conflict
resolution mechanisms is multidimensional, in the sense that it overlaps with almost all other
prognostic points: capacity building, increasing provision of information, boundary demarcation and
strengthening of current policy implementation. As was discussed in the first paragraph, Oxfam has a
critical, yet also supportive, attitude towards the GoU and national land policies. The main critique is
the gap between policy and reality. This critique translates itself into the prognostic points of capacity
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building and the need for a more accurate and efficient implementation of current policies. By
highlighting flaws in the current policy framework, Oxfam also incorporates a legal dimension of
tenure security in their interpretation. Another additional prognostic point worth mentioning here is
the need to tackle root causes of inequality. This prognosis can be traced back to Oxfam’s social
diagnosis in which it is stated that tenure security is dependent on demographics and social contexts.
Next to three other relevant actors, Oxfam clearly states that the GoU is the main responsible party for
securing tenure in Uganda. As was discussed, Oxfam clearly states which actor(s) they perceive to be
responsible for which recommendation. The question remains however how clear and valuable this
assignment of responsibility actually is, since Oxfam does not elaborate on the practical implications
of the responsibility division. As was discussed, Oxfam’s interpretation of tenure security contains all
three perceptions that were identified in the literature. Sometimes this leads to contrasting rationales
as on one hand they claim formal documentation is not necessary and on the other hand stimulate the
CCO policy of the government. Oxfam’s interpretation furthermore indicates how prognostic points
overlap, reinforce and supplement each other. For example: boundary demarcation will not work if not
paired with public sensitization campaigns on the benefits of demarcating boundaries, improving
conflict resolution mechanisms in order to solve issues over boundaries and capacity building of
institutions that handle dispute resolution and land administration.

5.2 ZOA International
ZOA is relatively new to the field on land rights and land related issues. However, over the past few
years it has developed elaborate policies and strategies related to land. In 2019 the ‘ZOA land rights
guidelines’ were published. According to ZOA, the issue of land rights is crucial for development
actors, they state that: “If the aim of humanitarian and development actors is to contribute to a world
with long-lasting peace, a world without poverty and hunger, then they cannot ignore the issue of land
rights” (Betge, 2019, p. 3). For ZOA, land is similarly inextricably linked to conflict and peacebuilding.
What is interesting is that in the publications that were analysed, ZOA does not explicitly comment on
the land governance reforms and policies of the GoU. One publication shortly discusses The National
Land Policy, mostly highlighting the possibility of acquiring CCO’s for customary ownership which
ZOA calls ‘innovative’ (Betge, 2017).

5.2.1 Diagnostic
ZOA explicitly devotes a section to the definition of tenure security in its land rights guidelines. It
provides a working definition that is based on the Sustainable Development Goals’ land indicator
(1.4.2): “Tenure security means that people perceive their tenure rights (rights to use, access, profit
from or own land) as secure, regardless of whether these rights are documented.” (Betge, 2019, p. 6).
Starting from the choice for this working definition and other statements in ZOA’s publications,
several conclusions can be drawn about ZOA’s diagnosis of tenure security. An overview of the
diagnostic sub-codes for ZOA is displayed in table 18.
Sub-Code

Quotes

Source

Type of tenure:
definition not
dependent on
tenure regime

“Tenure security means that people perceive their tenure rights
(rights to use, access, profit from or own land) as secure,
regardless of whether these rights are documented. This
definition refers to customary rights as much as statutory rights”

(Betge, 2019,
p. 6)
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Dependent on
demographics
Dependent on
social structures
and context
Development
mechanism
Subjective
Ownership

“In many of the countries where ZOA works, tenure security is
fragile, land is an issue of conflict and particularly the most
vulnerable suffer because of tenure insecurity.”
“This implicates, that true tenure security is achieved if rights
are not only perceived as secure but are either guaranteed by a
third party with the power to enforce legitimate rights or
protected by a strong collective (e.g. in a customary setting)”
“empirical studies carried out in developing countries over the
last decade show that security of tenure is one of the most useful
mechanisms for alleviating poverty.”
“The meaning of security of tenure remains somewhat
subjective…”
“Tenure security means that people perceive their tenure rights
(rights to use, access, profit from or own land) as secure,
regardless of whether these rights are documented. This
definition refers to customary rights as much as statutory rights”

(Betge, 2019,
p. 6)
(Betge, 2019,
p. 6)

(Betge, 2019,
p. 5)
(Betge, 2019,
p. 6)
(Betge, 2019,
p. 6)

Table 16 Diagnostic ZOA

Tenure type: definition not dependent on tenure regime
According to ZOA the working definition of tenure security remains the same, regardless of the type
of tenure it concerns. It states that: “This definition refers to customary rights as much as statutory
rights” (Betge, 2019, p. 6). However, ZOA recognizes that ambiguous or weak legal and regulatory
frameworks, poor governance and lack of government capacity contributes to tenure insecurity (Betge,
2019). These are general statements and are not directly linked to any tenure regime or country in
particular.
Dependent on demographics
According to ZOA, different groups of people experience different levels of tenure security. Tenure
security is therefore a concept that is dependent on demographics. For example, ZOA points out that:
“In many of the countries where ZOA works, tenure security is fragile, land is an issue of conflict and
particularly the most vulnerable suffer because of tenure insecurity” (Betge, 2019, p. 6)(ZOA, 2019,
p. 6). The organisation especially highlights gender inequality in land rights which, according to ZOA,
prevails across Sub-Sahara Africa.
Dependent on social structures and context
Another diagnostic point that emerges from the data is that, for ZOA, tenure security is dependent on
social structures and context. This becomes especially clear in the statement “This implicates, that true
tenure security is achieved if rights are not only perceived as secure but are either guaranteed by a
third party with the power to enforce legitimate rights or protected by a strong collective (e.g. in a
customary setting)” (Betge, 2019, p. 6). Thus, apart from someone’s demographical characteristics,
the wider social setting also matters in determining tenure security.
Development mechanism
ZOA diagnoses tenure security furthermore as a mechanism for development: “empirical studies
carried out in developing countries over the last decade show that security of tenure is one of the most
useful mechanisms for alleviating poverty”(Betge, 2019, p. 5). The rationale behind this is partly that
tenure insecurity prevents people from investing in their land and thus also limiting economic
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incentives. Furthermore, ZOA states that tenure security is the foundation for stability on which stable
and peaceful communities can be built (Betge, 2019). In this regard ZOA acknowledges that tenure
security is not a goal in itself, but rather a ‘means to an end’ to achieve the abovementioned objectives
of stability, peace and food security.
Subjective
After reviewing the publications of ZOA, it becomes evident that it diagnoses tenure security as a
concept that is for the largest part subjective. The organisation explicitly states this by saying “the
meaning of security of tenure remains somewhat subjective…” (Betge, 2019, p. 6), but is also
emphasized by the language that is used throughout the rest of the publications. For example, the
working definition is built around the perceiving of people of their tenure security and one of the key
questions of ZOA’s stakeholder analysis is whether or not people believe their land use and access are
secure (Betge, 2019).

5.2.2 Prognostic
In their publications, ZOA refers to various prognostic points in order to improve tenure security in
Uganda. Table 18 provides an overview of the prognostic points that were found in ZOA’s
documentation.
Sub-Code

Quotes

“ZOA has set up a tenure registration program supported by the
Dutch Pharus foundation. The program centres on setting up
demarcation teams (Area Land Committees) consisting of
traditional and state authorities as well as volunteers.”
“Legal protection of land rights and state actors that recognize
these rights and are willing and capable to enforce them are a
central means for long-term tenure security. Because of that,
legal literacy of stakeholders, capacity of the judicial system
and clear legal frameworks are essential for sustainable tenure
security.”
Improve/Incorporate “ZOA is committing to projects that aim to improve tenure
dispute resolution
security by resolving land conflicts, documenting land use or
mechanisms
registering rights and supporting people with agricultural
activities on their land based on improved tenure security.”
Strengthen and/or
“Because of that, …and clear legal frameworks are essential for
reform legal and
sustainable tenure security.”
regulatory systems,
policies and
procedures
Increase provision
“The tenure registration itself is flanked by campaigns to inform
of information on
the local population and traditional authorities about the process
land
and its objectives…”
Tackle root causes
“There are many opportunities to support women’s land rights
of inequality
in practice, without imposing an external concept. A basic
requirement for this is to engage with both women and men,
understand (social) obstacles to improved women’s rights
Registration,
Demarcation and
Titling of land and
land rights
Capacity building of
institutions and
networks

Source
(Betge, 2017,
p. 9)

(Betge, 2019,
p. 9)

(Betge, 2019,
p. 6)

(Betge, 2019,
p. 6)

(Betge, 2017,
p. 9)
(Betge, 2019,
p. 22)
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protection and enforcement and facilitate exchanges within
communities that allow for an open discussion of the status quo
and possible/necessary changes.”
Table 17 Prognostic ZOA

Registration, Demarcation and Titling land and land rights
It appears that ZOA sees Registration, Demarcation and Titling of land and land rights as a pivotal part
of improving tenure security. They especially focus on boundary demarcation. It is stressed that this
needs to be done through participatory mapping with stakeholders. This prognosis stems from the
rationale that boundary demarcation minimizes conflicts over land, rather than from a formalization
perspective. Furthermore, ZOA encourages titling in the form of Certificates of Customary Ownership
(CCO) to improve tenure security on customary land.
Capacity building of institutions and networks
In their guidelines on land rights, ZOA describes several essential lessons they learned from previous
land rights work. One of these lessons is that in order to have long-term tenure security, legal
recognition of land rights and willingness and capability to enforce these rights by state actors is
crucial. ZOA states that therefore “legal literacy of stakeholders, capacities of the judicial system and
clear legal frameworks are essential for sustainable tenure security” (Betge, 2019, p. 9). Capacity
building of state actors is therefore among one of ZOA’s key approaches to dealing with land rights.
Within this prognostic point, ZOA stresses the importance of also incorporating local state actors in
capacity building and linking them with higher levels of government (Betge, 2017).
Improve/incorporate conflict resolution mechanisms and justice systems
Since tenure security is closely linked to conflict, one of the main prognostic point of ZOA is to
incorporate land conflict resolution in their programmes. They aim to do this through “peace and
mediation committees and comprehensive communication and behaviour change strategies” (Betge,
2019, p. 10). Furthermore, as was already discussed, boundary demarcation is also a way for ZOA to
minimize land conflicts and therefore these points are slightly intertwined.
Increase provision of information on land
ZOA points out that legal literacy of stakeholders is pivotal for the improvement of tenure security
(Betge, 2019) and that “many people in poverty- and conflict-affected settings do not know or do not
fully understand the legal procedures for securing tenure rights or their legal rights and obligations
related to land.” (Betge, 2019, p. 9). Therefore, ZOA’s approaches include disseminating information
regarding land and land rights to all stakeholders. Another prognostic point that belongs to this and
that ZOA shortly discusses in an earlier publication is the establishment of a country wide LIS (Land
Information System) with the objective to store information about boundaries and ownership of
(customary) land and which should be available to everyone (Betge, 2017).
Strengthen and/or reform legal and regulatory systems, policies and procedures
ZOA states that “clear legal frameworks are essential for sustainable tenure security” (Betge, 2019, p.
9). However, they never go into detail about whether or not they deem the current legal framework in
Uganda clear and how or why it should be improved.
Tackle root causes of inequality
As was discussed in the diagnosis, ZOA believes tenure security to be dependent on demographics.
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Therefore one of their prognosis is to engage with vulnerable groups, like women, to make sure that
they benefit from the approaches and programmes as well. For example, their advice is to develop
gender-sensitive community engagement strategies, work with role models and use non-gender topics
as entry points (Betge, 2019).

5.2.3 Motivational
Although ZOA mentions its objective to connect different levels of authority with each other, it never
explicitly describe who is responsible for tenure security or for executing the mentioned prognostic
points. It does, however, mention a local partner in Acholi on whom it relies for conflict resolution
negotiations, this is the Acholi Religious Leadership Peace Initiative (ARLPI). However, it does not
explicitly state that they are responsible.

5.2.4 Conclusion ZOA
ZOA explicitly states a working definition of tenure security in its publications. Originally based in
the SDGs, this working definition of tenure security clearly articulates the subjective nature of the
concept by focussing on personal experiences of land users. ZOA highlights how this definition is not
dependent on a particular tenure regime and not per se dependent on formal documentation of
ownership, therefore implying that customary tenure is not inherently insecure. What stands out in the
diagnosis of ZOA is that the importance of tenure security as a development mechanism plays a leading
role. In this regard, ZOA stresses how tenure security improves the sustainability and resilience of
livelihoods through the absence of land related conflicts. It is within this point that it becomes clear
that the organisation sees tenure security as ‘a means to an end’ to achieve peace and stability, which
is seen as the ultimate objective. Keeping in mind this diagnosis, it is interesting to see that ZOA’s
main focus within the prognosis is boundary demarcation and registration of land (mainly through
CCO’s). ZOA’s rationale behind this prognosis is that tenure security is linked to conflict and a clear
demarcation of boundaries will increase the level of tenure security and minimise land related disputes.
A noticeable point to make is thus that ZOA defines tenure security as not dependent on formal
documents, but at the same time encourages the acquisition of CCO’s to improve customary tenure
security. When linking this to the perceptions as identified in the literature it could be argued that
ZOA’s diagnosis is primarily social, whereas this prognosis follows more economic measures. ZOA
furthermore points out the need to tackle root causes of inequality and challenging the status quo,
especially related to gender. However, this is not the main focus of their approach. As explicit as ZOA
is about their definition and prognosis of tenure security, when it comes to motivational ZOA’s
publications do not give clear indications about who is or should be responsible for tenure security.
All prognostic points are kept close to the organisation itself, in the sense that publications describe
ZOA’s vision and programmes, instead of focussing on the bigger question of who is responsible.

5.3 Trócaire
Trócaire specifically focusses on tenure security on customary and communal land in Acholi (Northern
Uganda). Its approaches are based on empirical research, advocacy and consultation. Consequently,
most of the publications are research reports and therefore more explanatory and descriptive in nature.
Trócaire devotes attention to the review of government policies and is critical towards the approach of
the GoU for several reasons. Firstly, the organisation argues that the current system is characterized
by gaps in service delivery of the land administration institutions. According to Trócaire this is because
of a huge mismatch between high financial costs necessary to achieve policy objectives and a persistent
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lack of funding to achieve those goals (Trócaire, 2018). Furthermore, a point of critique is that that the
process for documenting customary land is complex, tedious and unaffordable to a large part of the
communities Trócaire works in. The publications specifically zoom in on the current procedures and
policies regarding registration of customary lands and critique them from a legalistic point of view.
This is discussed in more detail in §5.4.2. Overall, Trócaire notices how land reforms are characterized
by oversimplification and a one-size-fits-all approach in dealing with customary land. It argues that
inadequate attention was paid to regional differences and corresponding fitting implementation
strategies (Trócaire, 2018). Starting with this rationale in mind, I discuss the diagnostic, prognostic
and motivational aspects of tenure security that were derived from the publications of Trócaire in the
rest of this paragraph.

5.3.1 Diagnostic
Trócaire does not explicitly define tenure security in their publications. However, based on indirect
coding of pieces of text that imply a definition, the organisation’s understanding of tenure security can
be derived. Following from this, two diagnostic points can be mentioned in this paragraph. An
overview of these points can be found in table 18.
Sub-Code

Quotes

Source

Dependent on
demographics

“Land ownership of youth by Gender. As shown in Figure 1
below, about 61% (n=37) of male youth respondents reported
owning land, and 26.9% (n=14) of all female youth respondents
owned land. From the findings it was also indicated that most
female youth (73.1) did not own land as compared to (39%) of
the male youth who did not own land”
“It is hoped that coming to a greater understanding of the finer
details of kin-based communal and customary land holding
units, backed up with appropriate legal provisions, will help to
secure and protect people’s inherent rights to their land.”
“…we highly recommend land trusts as the most viable legal
option for protection of customary land rights under the current
legal regime. This recommendation is further buttressed by the
findings of the research team that indicate that the organization
of land in Acholi is still heavily tilted towards clan leadership.“
“…customary land in Acholi is still a functioning tenure regime
in fact and practice; it has and continues to succeed utilizing
core principles and practices of clan-based land management
and organization widely recognised as legitimate and effective.”

(Bosco, William, &
John, 2017, p. 7)

Dependent on
social structure
and context
Ownership

Type of tenure

(Apio, 2016, p. 3)

(ArcadiaAdvocates,
2016, p. 14)

(Atkinson, Latigo,
Ahirirwe, & Toolit
Alobo, 2018, p. ii)

Table 18 Diagnostic Trócaire

Dependent on demographics
Several Trócaire documents that were analysed specifically zoom in on land rights and tenure security
regarding particular demographic groups, like youth, women and people with disabilities. The
documents highlight the differences between these categories in terms of land access, use and
ownership and especially zoom in on the intersectionality between categories like gender, age and
level of education. With regards to women, Trócaire notes that in their research in Acholi the majority
of women reported access and other rights to customary land, as well as roles in land organization and
management. Conversely, they also stress that there are numerous examples on which women (and
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other vulnerable groups) have been denied access and that this should not be ignored (Trócaire, 2018,
p. 2).
Dependent on social structures and context
Next to the dependency on demographics, Trócaire implicitly states that social structures like kin- and
communal contexts play a role in tenure security. It is with this in mind that Trócaire has devoted a lot
of attention in their research to the organizational differences and similarities between (Acholi) clans
and the impact this has on the security of tenure.
Ownership
Although not explicitly stated, it can be concluded that for Trócaire, tenure security is partly dependent
on formal documentation of ownership. In its research context of Acholi, ownership is almost never
individualized, but rather consists of community or clan ownership. In multiple publications, Trócaire
recommends acquiring formal documentation for community owned land.
Type of tenure
Trócaire points out how land in Acholi is primarily managed under customary rules. In the quote it can
be seen how it believes that this system is still viable and functioning and how it enjoys great local
legitimacy.

5.3.2 Prognostic
In the publications that were analysed for this research, Trócaire states that their projects aim at
“strengthening the security of customary and communal land tenure in Acholi land through piloting
new approaches based on research, consultation and advocacy” (Trócaire, 2017, p. 1). Resulting from
their research, various prognostic points emerged. An overview of these points can be found in table
19.
Sub-Code

Quotes

Registration,
Demarcation and
Titling of land and
land rights
Capacity building of
institutions and
networks

“In light of the above discussion, we highly recommend land
(Arcadia
trusts as the most viable legal option for protection of customary Advocates,
land rights under the current legal regime.”
2016, p. 14)

“4. Safeguards must be developed to prevent corruption at all
levels. This should be through promotion of networking and
collaboration of both state and non-state actors in the area of
land.”
Improve/Incorporate “3. Provide traditional and other community leadership with
dispute resolution
training. Data from the study found that traditional and religious
mechanisms
leaders play key roles in handling land disputes. Providing
training on land legislation will allow for alternative dispute
resolution that is mindful of state legislation. While training may
not result in local leaders abandoning customary law, they
might adapt a legislative system as another alternative.”
Strengthen and/or
“6. There is need to review the customary laws so as to identify
reform legal and
possible gaps and potential inconsistences with the statutory
regulatory systems, law.

Source

(Bosco et al.,
2017, p. 17)

(Bosco et al.,
2017, p. 17)

(Bosco et al.,
2017, p. 18)
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policies and
procedures

Increase provision
of information on
land

7. There is also need to review the customary law and ensure
that it provides clarity on the role of youth in decision making
more especially in areas regarding land access, control and
utilisation.”
“Survey data collected suggests that there is a need for
awareness creation on land rights across Acholi sub region in
order to safeguard rights and minimize land disputes. Most of
survey participants were unaware of legislation governing the
access, utilization, and management of land. This signifies the
need for increased public awareness of land legislation”

(Bosco et al.,
2017, p. 17)

Table 19 Prognostic Trócaire

Registration, Demarcation and Titling of land and land rights
Trócaire has several documents that devote attention to the need for registration demarcation and titling
of land in one way or another. One of the documents, for example, is a practical step-by-step guide to
help with the registration of customary land, either through a CCO, a Communal Land Association
(CLA) or a Land Trust. This suggests that Trócaire promotes titling of land as a means to secure tenure.
However, in another publication from 2016, Trócaire reviews and compares these three legal options
to land registration and states several advantages and disadvantages per option. The conclusion of this
publication is that in their current form and under the current legal framework, CCO’s and CLA’s
remain weak mechanism for securing customary rights and the establishment of Land Trusts is
currently the most viable legal option. Furthermore, for Trócaire, boundary mapping is a step in the
process of formally registering land. In the end, the conclusion of most publications of Trócaire is that
registration of land in a communal form, rather than individual, is beneficial for local communities
(Trócaire, 2018; Trócaire, June 2016).
Capacity building of institutions and networks
As can be seen in the quote displayed in the table, Trócaire points at the need for strong institutions
and networks that consist state and non-state actors. Interesting is that they are the first within this
thesis to hint at the role of corruption within the land governance arena. Besides capacity building on
higher governance levels, Trócaire also highlights the need to strengthen the organisational capacity
of their local partner organisation Joint Acholi Sub-Region Leaders’ Forum (JASLF) and the
importance of establishing sustainable working relationships between various levels and actors.
Furthermore, Trócaire advises that communities should organize themselves around land governance
and establish land trusts (as was discussed above).
Improve/Incorporate dispute resolution mechanisms
Although Trócaire does not have a distinct focus on land related conflicts, they do advise to improve
land dispute resolution mechanisms. Within this prognosis, they focus on providing training to
traditional and other community leadership with the goal of better alternative dispute resolution that is
“mindful of state legislation” (Trócaire, 2017, p. 17).
Strengthen and/or reform legal and regulatory systems, policies and procedures
Within this prognostic point, Trócaire particularly focusses on reviewing customary law. According
to the organisation, there is a need to review current laws and policies to ensure tenure security for
vulnerable groups, like youth. They argue that a point that needs to be touched upon for example is
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clarification of the role of youth in land management. Furthermore, Trócaire recommends comparing
and reviewing the customary laws to statutory laws in order to identify gaps and inconsistencies.
Increase awareness and provision of information on land
One of the main prognostic points that Trócaire mentions is the need to increase public awareness on
land laws and policies. In one publication they stress that especially among youth living on customary
land the level of knowledge about land rights is low. Interesting is that Trócaire not only aims at
increasing awareness on land rights, but also points out that campaigns could potentially serve “as a
means to rebuild public confidence in the traditional land tenure system” (Trócaire, 2017, p. 17). In
light of increasing the provision of information on land, Trócaire advises to translate land laws and
policies into local languages. The organisation argues that this will facilitate better understanding and
interpretation of the legal frameworks among local communities (Trócaire, 2017). Furthermore, they
strongly advise JASLF to set up databases and archives in order to make research results publicly
available.

5.3.3 Motivational
Trócaire does not present a clear overview of responsible actors in their publication. However,
throughout the text they give some indication of responsibility. The overview of motivational actors
can be found in table 20.
Sub-Code

Quotes

Source

CSO (JASLF)

“This will require the JASLF and its Technical Committee on
Land to harmonise their message and approach towards land
registration and to develop consistent, workable options for
customary, clan- based land registration and then
communicating these to the Acholi community.”
“Such customary land (ngom kwaro) is vested in and belongs to
a patrilineal clan or section of a clan, who are responsible for
protecting, organizing, and managing their respective land on
behalf of their kin group – including those who have died, those
currently living, and those yet to be born”
“These steps will inevitably involve the complicated institutional
and political tasks of developing an effective working
relationship with both local government land officials (including
local Area Land Committees) and the national Ministry of
Lands and Urban Development. Fortunately, both appear very
open to working on this issue.”
“...in the 2013 Uganda National Land Policy document produced
by the MLHUD, Ministry officials expressly acknowledged that
the land administration system for which they are responsible “is
inadequately resourced, which has resulted in performance
below expected standards.”

(Atkinson et
al., 2018, p.
55)

The community

Local Government

MLHUD

(Atkinson et
al., 2018, p.
8)

(Atkinson et
al., 2018, p.
56)

(Atkinson et
al., 2018, pp.
8, 9)

Table 20 Motivational Trócaire

CSO (JASLF)
The first motivational actor that was identified in Trócaire’s documents is their local partner JASLF.
Many of the publications are written in collaboration with JASLF and the recommendations focus on
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increasing JASLF’s impact. When taking a step back from the specific Acholi context in which
Trócaire operates, it could therefore be argued that they see CSOs in general as a relevant actor in
improving tenure security.
The community
What becomes evident after reviewing Trócaire documents is that some emphasis is placed on the role
of the community in securing tenure. The responsibility of the community lies especially in organizing
themselves around communal land and pursuing formal registration. However, Trócaire recognizes the
dependency of communities on other, more powerful, actors like the government and corresponding
bureaucratic procedures. What specifically qualifies as ‘the community’ is not explicitly defined,
however deducing from Trócaire’s research context it most probably refers to clans or other kin-based
community structures.
Ministry of Lands, Housing and Urban Development
Trócaire reviews the land-related policies of MLHUD in its publications, which already indicates some
level of responsibility in securing tenure for MLHUD. As it seems from its publications, Trócaire holds
MLHUD responsible for the legal framework in place, bureaucratic procedures and for developing
working relationships and networks for improved service delivery in the lands sector.
Local Government
The last motivational actor identified in Trócaire’s publications is Local Governments and their
officials. The responsibility of this actor is especially to work on building effective relationships with
other actors, like Civil Society Organisations and MLHUD.

5.3.4 Conclusion Trócaire
After analysing the diagnostic, prognostic and motivational points that emerged from the data, several
conclusions can be drawn about Trócaire’s interpretation of tenure security. First of all, Trócaire’s
understanding of tenure security is grounded in a specific Ugandan region, namely Acholi. In its
publications, Trócaire devotes less attention to tenure security on a conceptual level, but rather applies
it to the organisation’s specific research environment. This can for example be noticed in the diagnostic
point of ‘ownership’, which in Trócaire’s publications often refers to communal ownership instead of
individual, because this is the most common form of ownership in Acholi. Secondly, it can be
concluded that tenure security for Trócaire is dependent on demographics and social contexts. Within
this diagnosis, Trócaire draws attention to the intersectionality of categories. However, this can also
be due to the very specific nature of their research context. Thirdly, Trócaire follows mostly a legal
and economic perspective in its prognosis as it seems to aim at working from ‘within’ the system by
seeking out the most viable (legal) options to secure tenure under the current regime and encouraging
their local partner and communities to use these options. However, the fact that one of the main
findings of Trócaire’s publications is that registered communal ownership in the form of Land Trusts
are currently the most viable legal option to secure tenure in Acholi, fits more to a social perspective.
Consequently, Trócaire’s main critique is that current national land policies focus primarily on
individual ownership, which they argue is not fitting for the majority of rural contexts in Uganda and
across similar contexts in Sub-Sahara Africa (Trócaire, 2018). Noticeable is also that Trócaire is less
explicit on challenging the cultural status quo regarding gender, most probably because its research
shows women’s land rights are more often protected within customary systems than is currently
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believed. However, as was discussed, Trócaire does not deny the existence of issues and believes that
the minority that reported negatively on women’s land rights should not be ignored (Trócaire, 2018).
On a motivational level, Trócaire indicates a specific local partner (JASLF) to which responsibility is
ascribed. Furthermore, highlighting the role of the community can logically be derived from Trócaire’s
prognostic frame that the most viable option to secure tenure is the establishment of Land Trusts.

5.4 Conclusion interpretation INGOs
In this chapter I have discussed the interpretations on tenure security of Oxfam, ZOA and Trócaire
separately. The sub-conclusions summarised each organisation’s interpretations and discussed the
most noticeable findings. Before moving on to Chapter 6 in which INGO’s are compared to the
national policies from Chapter 4, this conclusion serves as a comparison between the three INGO’s.
In order to visualise the comparison, an overview of each organisation per framing task, per sub-code
can be found in appendix 2. Please be aware that this table is a simplification of the organisations’
interpretations and is not meant to present all nuances that are discussed in the text.
Diagnostic
On the diagnostic level, it is evident that Oxfam and ZOA devote more attention to the conceptual
meaning of tenure security in their publications than Trócaire. Between these two definitions there are
differences on a ontological level. Oxfam’s definition is based on academic literature and stresses that
tenure security comprises both objective and subjective aspects. ZOA’s definition of tenure security is
based on the definition of tenure security as stated in the SDGs. This definition understands tenure
security in a more subjective manner by stressing the experiences of land users. That Trócaire does not
explicitly define tenure security is interesting considering its key objective of strengthening tenure
security through research, consultation and advocacy (Trócaire, April 2018, p.83). One would expect
such elaborate research reports to reflect on the conceptual meaning of tenure security. Secondly, all
three INGO’s agree that tenure security is dependent on demographics and social structures or
contexts. However, there are differences in the emphasis that is placed on these characteristic and
which categories are a focal point. Oxfam and ZOA both highlight how women are more vulnerable
to tenure insecurity in Uganda than men and that gender inequality prevails across Sub-Sahara Africa.
Oxfam is very explicitly focussed on gender inequality – one publication that was analysed was even
completely about securing tenure for women. Trócaire partly seems to counter this vision by presenting
research findings that indicate women’s level of customary tenure security is often higher than
commonly believed. However, based on the same research Trócaire concludes that there were still
numerous instances in which women were disadvantaged and therefore gender inequality should not
be ignored. Trócaire’s research is positioned in quite a ‘niche’ and highlights how other personal
characteristics and the intersectionality of these categories, like disabilities or age, also influence the
level of tenure security. In terms of social structures, ZOA and Trócaire seem to agree that a strong,
organized collective (e.g. a clan or other form of community) is beneficial for tenure security. Oxfam
states that especially intra-family relationships determine the level of tenure security, which it applies
specifically to women. Thirdly, it is interesting to see that ZOA’s diagnosis of tenure security differs
from the other two organisations in the sense that it emphasizes the developmental value of tenure
security and interprets it as a tool to alleviate poverty and achieve stability and peace. Although the
other two organisations recognize that land is an important asset for rural livelihoods, tenure security
is not explicitly framed as development mechanism in their publications. The last point that needs to
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be highlighted regarding the diagnosis is that for all three organisations tenure security is linked to
ownership. However, there are differences in the way that ownership is understood and/or the form of
ownership that is promoted. Both Oxfam and ZOA stress that ownership is important, but that tenure
security it is not dependent on formal documentation of ownership. Oxfam furthermore elaborates that
ownership needs to be understood in a broad sense and should not be equated with western
understandings of ownership. Trócaire distinctly focusses on the benefits of communal forms of
registered ownership in its publications and therefore seem to equate tenure security more with
officially documented ownership.
Prognostic
Regarding the prognosis, all three organisations focus more or less, on the same overarching points.
However, differences between the organisations are found in a) the emphasis that is placed on specific
points and, b) the focus within them and c) the rationale behind them. Looking at the first, Oxfam has
the ‘broadest’ prognosis in the sense that it does not emphasize one prognostic point more than another
and equally forms recommendations for each point. The other two organisations emphasize some
prognostic point more than others. For example, ZOA’s prognostic spearpoints are boundary
demarcation and conflict resolution mechanisms. With fewer emphasis, it includes capacity building,
increasing awareness and provision of information on land and tackling root causes of inequality. The
need for a clear legal framework is mentioned, but not elaborated on or included in ZOA’s
interventions. For Trócaire the spearpoints are communal land ownership in the form of Land Trusts,
capacity building of its partner JASLF and public awareness creation (of its research results). Looking
at the second difference, we see that even within the same prognostic point specific recommendations
vary between organisations. For example, regarding the point of ‘increase awareness and provision of
information on land’ the recommendations of each organisation focus on different aspects. All three
want to increase public awareness on land rights, but Oxfam distinctly focusses on vulnerable groups,
ZOA additionally recommends the establishment of a LIS and Trócaire stresses the need to translate
land policies into local languages. Regarding the third difference, it is interesting that, although some
prognostic points might seem the same, the rationale behind them differs between the organisations.
Both ZOA’s and Oxfam’s prognosis involve boundary demarcation and registration. Both argue that
tenure security is linked to conflict and a clear demarcation of boundaries will increase the level of
tenure security and minimise land related disputes. Although similar, the rationale of Oxfam and ZOA
in this prognosis seems to be reversed. Oxfam argues that boundary demarcation leads to less conflicts
and therefore to more tenure security, whereas ZOA reasons that boundary demarcation leads to more
tenure security and consequently to less conflicts. Besides these three differences, it can be argued that
each organisation aims to impact tenure security on a different ‘level’. Oxfam is the most explicit on
changing the status quo, changing systems, and ‘change from outside’. ZOA’s prognosis focusses more
on bottom-up approaches with practical recommendations to improve tenure security and change the
status quo through its own interventions. Trócaire focusses more on ‘change from within’ by seeking
out the best possible way to secure tenure under the current circumstances for particular communities
in a specific region of Uganda.
Motivational
When turning to the motivational aspect of tenure security, the first and foremost conclusion is that,
overall, significantly less (explicit) information was found for this Framing Task compared to
diagnosis and prognosis. This is highly visible in the overview table presented above, where the
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motivational field is characterized by many blanks. Oxfam is the only organisation that explicitly
assigns responsibility by stating that the primary institution responsible for tenure security is the GoU.
However, because the GoU faces restrictions, Oxfam furthermore highlights the relevancy of the other
actors (NGO’s Development Partners and Traditional Leaders) for each specific prognostic point.
Although noticeably less explicit and less consistent, Trócaire similarly mentions responsible actors
for particular prognostic points. Instead of the GoU as a whole, Trócaire specifically targets MLHUD
and local governments. In Trócaire’s motivational frame it is furthermore interesting to see that it
assigns some responsibility to ‘the community’. The only thing that hints at assigning responsibility
in ZOA’s publications is the statement that it relies on a local partner for conflict resolution. However,
it is not completely surprising that the motivational remains largely absent in ZOA’s publications,
since this logically follows from an inwardly directed prognosis which focusses primarily on own
interventions. Arguably, ZOA sees itself and similar organisations therefore as responsible for
designing fit-for-purpose interventions aimed at improving tenure security.
General conclusions
It has become clear that interpretations of tenure security are linked to organisations’ specific context
and intervention objectives and that there is no such thing as ‘the interpretation of INGOs’. It is not
that the interpretations of the organisations majorly contradict each other per se, but the focus of each
interpretation lies on different aspects of tenure security. For Oxfam this focus is quite broad, but lies
especially with inequality and tenure security of vulnerable groups. ZOA focusses more on tenure
security as a development mechanism and the link with conflicts. Trócaire operates in the ‘niche’ of
communities in Acholi and has a more legally orientated focus. When linking the findings of this
chapter to the perceptions of tenure security as identified in the literature, several additional
conclusions can be drawn. Firstly, INGO interpretations are not bound to one perception, but
incorporate a multitude of intertwined, overlapping, and sometimes seemingly contrasting perceptions.
This can for example clearly be seen in the interpretations of Oxfam and ZOA which both state that
formal documentation of ownership is not necessary to secure tenure, but at the same time promote
the acquisition of registered ownership in the form of CCOs. Of course it could be argued that stating
tenure security is not dependent on formal documentation, is not equal to saying formal documentation
is not beneficial for tenure security. In any case it can be concluded that (academic) diagnosis does not
necessarily completely align with prognosis. Secondly, although on first sight it seems as if the
organisations pursue the same prognostic points, it becomes clear that the rationale behind them
differs. This means that the same prognosis serves a different role depending on the perspective of
tenure security that is adopted. Take for example boundary demarcation which, according to the
literature, fits primarily within an economic perspective. However, for Oxfam boundary demarcation
is necessary in order to minimize conflicts which in turn increases tenure security. In other words, for
Oxfam tenure security is thus dependent on social relationships (the absence of conflicts), which fits
much more in a social perspective. Thus, when looking beyond the superficial seemingly similar points
we see that on a deeper level there many nuances and differences in recommendations and plans can
be discovered. One of the most interesting findings is that, in comparison to the other Framing Tasks,
there was very little to be found on motivational. Now that the interpretations of the three INGO’s
have been discussed, it is time to compare these to the frame of the NLGR.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
The previous chapters answered sub-questions 1 and 2 by outlining and discussing the interpretations
of the GoU (chapter 4) and INGO’s (chapter 5). The objective of this chapter is twofold. In the first
section I formulate an answer to SQ3: “What are the differences and similarities in the framing of
tenure security between the GoU and INGO’s?”. The second part of this chapter serves as the final
conclusion of this thesis. In this part I move beyond merely answering the research question and
discuss how the newly gained insights of this research connect to the bigger discussions in the
literature.

6.1 GoU and INGOs compared
In this paragraph the interpretations of the GoU and the three INGOs are compared. In order to make
the comparison visible, the overview as presented in the previous chapter is supplemented with the
GoU and can be found in appendix 3. Instead of pointing out every minor difference or similarity, I
discuss the most notable differences and similarities below and, more importantly, hypothesize about
the consequences of these differences and similarities.
Diagnostic
As I have discussed multiple times throughout the previous chapters, there are differences between
actors in the attention that is devoted to defining tenure security as a concept. While Oxfam and ZOA
both explicitly define tenure security in their publications, Trócaire and the NLGR do not provide such
definitions. Besides this simple, but important finding, several more conclusions can be drawn when
comparing the diagnosis of tenure security. First of all, that there are ontological differences in the
diagnosis between actors. The GoU understands tenure security in primarily an objective way,
highlighting economic and legal aspects; Oxfam’s diagnosis comprises of both objective and
subjective aspects; ZOA’s definition mostly stresses the subjective nature of tenure security. For
Trócaire it is hard to establish, since it barely dives into the concept of tenure security on a diagnostic
level. Secondly, a very notable conclusion is that there seems to be a big difference in the way tenure
security is perceived to be dependent on a certain tenure regime. In particular regarding to customary
tenure the interpretations differ. Two out of three INGO’s explicitly mention that tenure security is not
dependent on a specific tenure regime. Oxfam even points out how a high level of tenure security was
reported under customary tenure by women in its research. In contrast, the GoU stresses on numerous
occasions that the customary tenure system in its current form is not capable of securing tenure. The
question whether or not customary tenure is capable of securing tenure proved to be inherently
connected with whether or not the need for formal documentation of ownership is emphasized by the
actors. In the rationale of the government, the need for formal documentation of ownership to secure
tenure security is extensively emphasized, because formalization is seen as the only way to overcome
the uncertainties of customary tenure. Since in the rationale of both Oxfam and ZOA customary tenure
is not per definition insecure, it is argued that formal documentation is in theory not necessary. Trócaire
seems to form the exception to this as it believes in the functioning of customary tenure, while at the
same time emphasizing the need for registered communal ownership. Upon till this point I have merely
outlined the differences. However, there are some diagnostic points that enjoy consensus between
(some) INGOs and the government. The most notable one is that tenure security is dependent on
demographics and/or social structures and that therefore some categories of people are more vulnerable
to experiencing tenure security than others. Which groups are exactly included or focussed on within
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the category of ‘vulnerable’ is different for all actors. One category that emerges in all actors’
publications is women. The diagnosis of tenure security as an issue more pertinent to some land users
leads to category specific prognosis. How these prognosis are designed differs. For example, the
government is set on strengthening the rights of vulnerable groups and increasing public awareness on
these rights. Whereas, Oxfam urges the government to take a more proactive approach to ensuring
women’s land rights and tackling root causes of inequality which lead to the fact that these groups are
categorized as vulnerable in the first place. A similarity between the diagnosis of ZOA and the GoU
is that both emphasize the importance of tenure security as a development mechanism. However, the
GoU does this from an economic perspective, whereas in ZOA’s interpretation a social perception is
leading, focussing on the sustainability and resilience of livelihoods through the absence of land related
conflict. For both, however, it could be argued that tenure security is seen as ‘a means to an end’
instead of an objective in itself. For ZOA it is a tool to achieve peace and stability and for the GoU a
tool for economic growth and modernization.
Prognostic
When it comes to the prognosis, there are some commonalities between the INGO’s and GoU that are
worth mentioning. With minor details left aside, all actors agree that establishing effective working
relationships between different levels of government and various stakeholders is pivotal for increasing
tenure security. Furthermore, with the exception of ZOA that is a little vague about this point, all actors
agree that training of (customary and statutory) staff is the way that dispute resolution mechanisms
should be improved in order to be able to increase tenure security. Especially the prognosis of Oxfam
and the GoU align on this point and next to training, they agree on the need for proper funding and realigning the institutional framework. Additionally, all actors have incorporated the need for public
awareness creation on land rights and issues into their prognosis. However, in the previous chapter I
pointed out how, even though on first sight it appears as if the INGOs pursue more or less similar
prognosis, when zooming in on a more detailed level, differences emerged in a) the emphasis that is
placed on specific points, b) the focus within them, and c) the perceptions behind them. The same
pattern emerges when adding the GoU to this comparison. The most interesting point to look at here
is registration, demarcation and titling of land and land rights. For all actors this is an important part
of their prognosis. Moreover, within this point, all actors propose boundary demarcation and acquiring
some form of formal documentation. It is only on the last, and deepest, level of the underlying
perceptions that major differences come to light. The GoU places boundary demarcation and titling of
land in a rationale of overall formalization of land and the customary tenure regime. In contrast, the
INGOs all (in own ways) reason from a social perspective protecting and strengthening their target
group with boundary demarcation and titling as ways to minimise land conflicts which is positively
intertwined with tenure security.
Motivational
Motivational wise, two major differences between INGOs and the GoU occur: 1. The range of
responsible stakeholders that is mentioned, and 2. How detailed responsibilities are assigned. When it
comes to assigning responsibility, the GoU are primarily focussed on dividing tasks within the
government. Much attention is devoted to explain the roles of, and, within different government
bodies, levels and departments. Although this inwardly directed focus is understandable in national
policy documents, it is nevertheless interesting when keeping in mind that one of its prognostic points
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is to effectively engage other stakeholders and build working relationships with them. In comparison,
Oxfam focusses on a wider range of stakeholders, is less detailed than the government in assigning
responsibility within these stakeholders, but still significantly more detailed than the other two
organisations.
General conclusions
Taking all of the abovementioned findings into consideration, some general conclusions can be drawn.
Considering the amount of information that was found in the publications, it is clear that all actors
agree on the importance of tenure security and even a significant number of diagnostic, motivational,
and especially prognostic codes seem to correspond on a superficial level. Capacity building, dispute
resolution, awareness creation and provision of information, (some form of) registration, demarcation
and titling of land and a clear legal framework are vital parts of the prognosis of all researched actors.
However, it would be completely misguided to conclude that the actors therefore interpret tenure
security in a similar manner. As was the case between INGOs, the most notable and important
differences occur on a deeper level. For example, all three INGOs believe customary tenure is not per
se insecure, in contrast to the government. Whether or not customary systems were seen as able to
secure tenure was dependent on whether or not a social perception was included in the interpretation
of tenure security. Because tenure security is dependent on social context and relationships in a social
perception the customary system is believed to be secure as its entire structure is built around social
relationships. Whereas when the social perception is absent in an interpretation, the customary system
offers no options of securing tenure. In general, the main difference between the GoU and INGOs is
that INGOs reason from a ‘peoples’ perspective (what is best for the people our projects aim to reach?),
while the GoU reasons from a national perspective (what brings the most development to our
country?). Taking into account the different roles the actors have in society, this is not surprising.
Nevertheless, it clearly leads to different tenure security interpretations. Consequently, the government
puts tenure security in a frame of formalization and modernization and interprets it as a ‘means to an
end’ to benefit the whole country (especially the economy), whereas INGOs operate from a more moral
frame and focus on the livelihoods of vulnerable people. Nevertheless, it could be argued that all
interpret tenure security ‘to their advantage’, where some (ZOA, Oxfam and the GoU) are more
explicit in communicating their interpretation than others (Trócaire).

6.2 Final conclusion
In the previous paragraphs I have provided an elaborate answer to the research question “How is tenure
security interpreted by government and international non-governmental organizations in the context
of institutional multiplicity in Uganda?”. Now that the research question has been answered, the
question remains what these findings mean for tenure security and institutional multiplicity on a
conceptual level. In this final conclusion I therefore return to the ‘bigger picture’ by reflecting on the
theoretical implications of my research findings and identifying opportunities for future research,
discussing the methodological insights and, finally, considering the practical implications and
recommendations.
Theoretical implications
In chapter 1 I discussed how the theoretical contribution of this thesis is twofold. Returning to these
contributions I can now show how the research findings i) reinforce the idea that understanding
interpretations of tenure security as adopted by important stakeholders matters and, ii) provide insights
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in how INGOs re-negotiate and re-interpret national land policies and manoeuvre within the land
governance framework in Uganda. Starting with the first point, the findings of this thesis have
underpinned that interpretations of tenure security as adopted by important stakeholders matter. By
outlining the diagnosis, prognosis and motivation of the GoU and INGOs it has become clear that the
way in which tenure security is interpreted indeed has far-reaching implications. For example, I have
shown how the assessment of the customary tenure system is dependent on whether or not a social
perception of tenure security is included in the interpretation. If social relations are perceived as able
to secure tenure without formal documentation, then the customary tenure system is not per definition
insecure. If not, then formalizing the customary system is deemed appropriate. These findings
therefore show how interpretations shape the day-to-day intervention strategies and policies of
stakeholders, which in turn shape the lives of rural communities. Moreover, although on first sight
strategies and policies of different actors might seem similar, this thesis has shown that only when
researching tenure security through the lens of interpretations fundamental differences are uncovered.
In this light it is also important to keep in mind that the same prognosis can serve different perspectives.
Improving tenure security through boundary demarcation can, for example, fit in both an economic
and social perspective of tenure security depending on the underlying rationale. It is with this in mind
that I believe that how tenure security is interpreted is inextricably linked to context. For example,
Trócaire operating in Acholi might have a completely different interpretation of tenure security than
if Trócaire would operate in another region or even another country. This is yet again an argument to
study interpretations of tenure security instead of focussing on finding a universal definition. Because
if we want to understand tenure security and we accept that a fundamental property of tenure security
is that interpretations differ per context and per actor, then limiting ourselves to finding a definition
would completely fail in achieving any understanding. I expect that this can particularly be observed
in the case of INGOs which operate in various (country) contexts. Hence, for future research it would
be interesting to analyse the interpretations of one organisation in different contexts or to compare the
interpretations of INGOs to those of civil society organisations. The findings of this research have
furthermore raised new questions regarding the conceptualization of tenure security. For instance,
about the causal relationship between interpretations and practical outcomes. Does a particular
interpretations of tenure security lead to a certain focus in policy formulation? Or is it the other way
around and is the interpretation of tenure security (partly) dependent on policy objectives? Especially
with regards to the GoU these questions remains pertinent. Does the GoU formulate policies to increase
titling and registration of land because it interprets tenure security as requiring formal documentation
to be secure? Or is it the GoU’s main aim to modernize the country and thus is tenure security
interpreted in a way that fits to this objective? Furthermore, Van Leeuwen’s research, which concluded
that in Mbarara District tenure security was to a large extent about the level of confidence local people
had that land governance authorities were willing to defend their claims (Van Leeuwen, 2014), raises
the question whether the willingness to defend claims is connected to the authorities’ interpretations
of tenure security. If this is the case, we should seek to discover how this connection looks like and to
what extent local people’s understanding of tenure security is dependent on the overall interpretations
of the institutions that are present, rather than only on institution’s willingness to defend claims. For
example, after conducting this research I can imagine communities in which Trócaire is active to have
a different understanding of tenure security than communities in which Oxfam is active.
Regarding the second theoretical contribution of this thesis, two important insights have been
gained. First, the findings have provided insight in how INGOs re-negotiate and re-interpret national
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land policies and manoeuvre within the land governance framework in Uganda. By analysing how the
INGOs reflect on government policies it has become clear that although INGOs criticise (parts of)
policies, they nevertheless try to work with the options they get within the current legal framework.
Re-negotiation then happens in various ways. Either by building on the legal framework and selecting
the parts that are relevant for the communities they work in (change from within) or by challenging
the framework and advocate for an amendment of policies (change from outside). This can also happen
simultaneously, as was seen in the case of Oxfam for example. A second important insight is that the
lack of a concrete division of responsibility feeds into the institutional multiplicity. As was pointed out
several times, significantly less data was found regarding the motivation in comparison to the other
two framing tasks. Although diagnosis and prognosis are clear, the division of tasks is clearly not. I
believe that this finding does not only influence interpretations of tenure security, but also to interferes
with institutional multiplicity. If we know that in a setting of institutional multiplicity there is per
definition already room for negotiating legitimacy and power, then a lack of clear divisions of tasks
can only add to this. Therefore, I argue that, besides the ambiguity of policies, it is especially the lack
of a clear division of responsibilities that feeds into institutional multiplicity and creates space for renegotiation and competition.
Methodological insights
Evidently, the circumstances for conducting research were not ideal during the time that this thesis
was written. Although I originally planned to collect data while doing field-research, desk research
had to suffice. Nevertheless, the document analysis has provided several noteworthy methodological
insights. First of all, Frame Analysis has proven to be extremely useful as a method for researching
interpretations of tenure security. The simplicity and clarity of the Key Framing Tasks was a strength
in dealing with the, often complex and elaborate, publications. It enabled me to work consistently and
clearly outline each actor’s interpretation of tenure security. The added value of this method is
especially that it is able to separate different aspects of interpretations (diagnosis, prognosis and
motivation), which allows for a much more substantial and nuanced analysis. In doing so, this thesis
has shown how in seemingly similar understandings of tenure security differences emerge on a deeper
level and that these differences are substantial. Along the way, I discovered that, sometimes, multiple
levels of Framing Analysis were needed. For example, merely pointing out what was proposed was
not enough, I had to dive deeper to discover the actual differences/similarities in either a) emphasis
that was place on certain points, b) the strategies/focus within these points and c) the perceptions
behind them. Especially this last point was extremely interesting, because it uncovered the most
hidden, but major, differences. I therefore argue that it is only on this deep level that a real
understanding of, and effective comparison between, interpretations of tenure security emerges and
thus methods like Frame Analysis should be applied when researching interpretations.
Secondly, this research has demonstrated the importance of both implicit and inductive coding.
Particularly with regards to the diagnosis of tenure security implicit coding was pivotal, because not
all actors explicitly reflected on their definition of tenure security. The findings of this thesis show that
diagnoses can be derived from coding pieces of text in which a certain understanding of tenure security
is implied. I therefore argue that being sensitive to these implicit ways of defining is crucial when
researching tenure security or similar concepts. Moreover, the findings of this thesis reinstate the value
of inductive coding. If I would have limited this research to merely coding based on the three categories
that were found in the literature (ownership, tenure type and social context), a lot of valuable
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information would have been lost. This is especially important considering the argument that only the
most significant differences between interpretations occurred after an extensive and nuanced analysis.
Societal implications and recommendations
It has become clear that interpretations of tenure security determine how interventions and policies are
formulated. In turn, these (INGO) interventions and (government) policies shape the daily lives of
rural poor communities who rely primarily on land. I have pointed out how seemingly similar
interpretations of tenure security are actually different when analysed properly. The consequence of
such subjectivity is that the logic and appropriateness of interventions, policies and plans are difficult
to measure. Each institution working with, or on, tenure security is able to frame it in a way that fits
its purpose. On one hand the question can be raised if, and to what extent, this is harmful. Since
governments, INGOs and other stakeholders obviously each have different roles in society, it might
even be a strength that tenure security is able to adapt to this and can be used to fit the purpose of
various actors. For example, the fact that all actors that were analysed in this thesis agreed on, more or
less, the same prognostic measures raises the question if it matters that these prognoses stem from
different interpretations of tenure security. On the other hand, however, I argue that a lack of attention
to different interpretations of tenure security impedes open communication between stakeholders. As
we have seen, every actor that was analysed emphasized the need for network building in their
publications. Hence, transparent communication is increasingly becoming important and if not
communicated properly, the lack of transparency on interpretations adds another negotiable aspect to
the already complex reality of growing institutional multiplicity in Uganda.
Based on the findings of this thesis, several recommendations for praxis can be made:
INGOs
•
•

•

Actively reflect on own interpretations and preconceptions regarding tenure security and
openly communicate this interpretation in publications etc.
Shift away from dominant reductionist understandings of tenure security. Open up to
innovative ways of securing tenure which might not fit in any of the known legal, economic or
social perspectives and thus require a complete change of thinking.
Reflect on the position you take as an organisation within institutional multiplicity and
formulate clearer policies on how to deal with this hybrid network of stakeholders.

Government of Uganda
•
•

•

Actively reflect on own interpretations and preconceptions regarding tenure security and
openly communicate this interpretation in publications etc.
Shift away from dominant reductionist understandings of tenure security. Open up to
innovative ways of securing tenure which might not fit in any of the known legal, economic or
social perspectives and thus require a complete change of thinking.
Pay more attention to a concrete division of responsibilities. As the institutional multiplicity
is growing, this becomes increasingly important. Do not only pay attention to responsibilities
of government bodies but also make the roles of other actors (such as INGOs) more explicit.
Furthermore, move beyond technical descriptions of responsibility on paper and operationalize
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plans to function in praxis as well. Adapt to the reality of the Ugandan context instead of
focussing on an theoretically ideal decentralized governance structure.
All stakeholders
•

Align interpretations of tenure security and related concepts in order to facilitate equal
and transparent working relations. At the least be aware of conceptual differences and the
impact this has on day-to-day experiences of land users via land-related interventions. One of
the key objectives in all plans seems to be stakeholder network building. If this is to succeed,
open communication about tenure security interpretations is needed.
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Appendix 1a Coding scheme GoU
Code group

Code

Description

Diagnostic

Ownership: formally
documented ownership

Parts of texts that discuss whether or not and
how tenure security is related to ownership →
only formally documented ownership was
deemed secure.
Parts of texts that indicate whether or not tenure
security is related to a certain type of tenure and
which one → customary tenure was believed
not to be secure.
Tenure security as dependent on and varying
between demographical categories
Tenure security as a tool for economic or
livelihood development, a ‘means to an end’
Tenure security as something that can be
influenced by policy, a policy objective and
outcome
Includes capacity building of customary,
statutory and non-state institutions and building
strong networks between them
Includes public sensitization and education
campaigns on land and land rights and
establishing and maintaining a Land Information
System.

Tenure type: not customary

Dependent on demographics
Development mechanism
Policy outcome

Prognostic

Capacity building of
institutions and networks
Increase awareness and
provision of information on
land

Registration, demarcation
and titling of land and land
rights

Improve dispute resolution
mechanisms
Strengthen and/or reform
legal and regulatory
framework, policies and
procedures
Motivational

District offices
Government
MLHUD
Sub-County representatives
Various government layers
and departments

Entail everything related to formalization of
land, like (the encouragement of) registering
land and acquiring land titles and certificates,
systematic demarcation of all land,
operationalization of the Land Fund.
Applies to customary as well as statutory
mechanisms
Entails all legal prognoses to secure tenure, such
as harmonizing complex tenure regimes,
incorporating customary tenure in the legal
system, disentangling overlapping land rights,
strengthening land rights of vulnerable groups.
District offices as responsible
Government as responsible
MLHUD as responsible
Sub-County representatives as responsible
Used when it is evident that various departments
are responsible but unclear which ones exactly
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Context &
Background
info

Policy priorities
Policy rationale

Institutional multiplicity

CSOs
Definition customary tenure

Used when it is clear that something is a policy
priority
Used for parts of text in which the rationale or
perception behind policies is explained, the
narrative of the GoU
Used for parts of text that describe rules or
policies that add to institutional multiplicity,
such as decentralization, involvement of
customary institutions etc.
Used where the role of CSOs is discussed
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Appendix 1b Coding scheme INGOs
Code Group

Code

Description

Diagnostic

Ownership

Parts of text that discuss whether or not and how
tenure security is related to ownership
Parts of text that indicate whether or not tenure
security is related to a certain type of tenure and
which one
Parts of text that discuss whether or not tenure
security is related to social structures and context
and which ones are deemed important or secure
Tenure security as either objective, subjective or
both
Tenure security as dependent on and varying
between demographical categories
Tenure security as a tool for economic and
livelihood development/poverty alleviation or
conflict resolution.
Includes capacity building of customary,
statutory and non-state institutions and building
strong networks between them
Includes public sensitization and education
campaigns on land and land rights and/or
establishing and maintaining a Land Information
System.
Entail everything related to formalization of
land, like (the encouragement of) registering
land and acquiring land titles and certificates,
systematic demarcation of all land,
operationalization of the Land Fund.
Applies to customary as well as statutory
mechanisms

Tenure type

Social structures and context

Objective or Subjective
Dependent on demographics
Development mechanism

Prognostic

Capacity building of
institutions and networks
Increase awareness and
provision of information on
land
Registration, demarcation
and titling of land and land
rights

Improve dispute resolution
mechanisms
Strengthen and/or reform
legal and regulatory
framework, policies and
procedures

Motivational

Tackle root causes of
inequality
Government
Local Government
MLHUD
Traditional Leaders
CSO

Entails all legal prognoses to secure tenure, such
as harmonizing complex tenure regimes,
incorporating customary tenure in the legal
system, disentangling overlapping land rights,
strengthening land rights of vulnerable groups.
Tackling root causes of inequality such as
cultural norms and values regarding gender
Government as responsible
Local Government as responsible
MLHUD as responsible
Traditional Leaders as responsible
CSO as responsible
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Context &
Background
info

The community
Rationale Oxfam

Rationale ZOA

Rationale Trócaire

Reflection on NLGR
Useful quotes

Communities as responsible
Used for parts of text in which the rationale or
perception behind plans is explained, the
narrative of Oxfam
Used for parts of text in which the rationale or
perception behind plans is explained, the
narrative of ZOA
Used for parts of text in which the rationale or
perception behind plans is explained, the
narrative of Trócaire
Used for parts of text in which INGOs reflect on
NLGR
Additionally useful quotes
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Appendix 2 Overview INGOs
OXFAM

ZOA

TRÓCAIRE

Diagnostic
Type of tenure

Customary and freehold
explicitly mentioned as able to
secure tenure
Distinct focus on gender
inequality

Definition applies to both
customary and statutory
rights
Especially most
vulnerable suffer because
of tenure insecurity;
Focus on gender
inequality

Dependent on
social structures
and context
Development
mechanism

Focus on intra-family
relationships

Objective or
subjective

Working definition comprises
both objective and subjective
aspects

Ownership

Ownership important, but not
equated with western concepts
of ownership, not dependent
on formal documentation

Focus on strong collective
or third parties to
guarantee rights
Tenure security as a
mechanism for poverty
alleviation, stability and
peace
Working definition
stresses subjective nature,
Reinforce this by use of
subjective language
regarding tenure security
throughout publications
Not dependent on formal
documentation

Dependent on
demographics

Customary system viable
and functioning
Focussed on
intersectionality of
demographic categories;
Present findings
countering gender
inequality in Acholi
Focus on kin-based
context (clans)

Distinct focus on
communal land
ownership, formal
documentation is advised

Prognostic
Capacity
building of
institutions and
networks

Focus on state institutions
(national and local) and
customary institutions. Multistakeholder network building

Focus on state institutions
and incorporating local
state actors, linking
various government levels

Improve dispute
resolution
mechanisms

Proper funding, reforming
Land Fund, Invest in
technology, capacity building
and training for staff
(statutory and customary),
define hierarchy in roles
statutory and customary
dispute resolution
mechanisms

Peace and mediation
committees,
comprehensive
communication and
behaviour change
strategies

Focus on multiple
institutions: state
institutions (national and
local) customary and
CSO, prevent corruption,
establish effective
working relationships
between actors, capacity
building of local partner
JASLF
Improve ADR through
training for customary
and other community
leaders
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Increase
awareness and
provision of
information on
land

Public awareness creation of
land rights and issues, Focus
on vulnerable groups,
especially women

Disseminating
information on land and
land rights to all
stakeholders, Establish
easy accessible LIS

Registration,
demarcation and
titling of land
and land rights

Boundary demarcation, land
valuation processes, CCO's
and CLA's

Participatory boundary
demarcation, CCO's

Strengthen
and/or reform
legal and
regulatory
framework,
policies and
procedures

Bring existing laws and
policies in line with
Constitution and international
standards, close gaps in
current framework by
harmonizing and
implementing current laws
and policies (especially laws
related to vulnerable groups)
Urging the government to take
more proactive approach to
gender inequality, challenge
negative cultural norms

Stress need for clear legal
framework

Tackle root
causes of
inequality

Public awareness creation
of land rights and policies
(focus on youth),
Translate policies into
local languages, Set up
databases and archives for
JASLF research results
Land Trusts most viable
legal option, CCO's and
CLA's weaker options,
boundary mapping as step
towards registration,
focus on communal
ownership
Focus on reviewing
customary law to ensure
rights of vulnerable
groups like youth,
Identify gaps between
statutory and customary
law

Develop gender-sensitive
engagement strategies

Motivational
Government of
Uganda

The primary institution
responsible for tenure
security, mentioned in all
prognostic points

MLHUD

Civil Society
Organisations

NGO's mentioned in all
prognostic points,
Development Partners
mentioned regarding
advocacy, awareness creation,
assisting in dispute resolution,
capacity building, monitoring
implementation of NLP and
network development

Rely on ARLPI for
conflict resolution

Responsible for clear
legal framework and
policies, bureaucratic
procedures and
developing working
relationships with other
actors (CSO and local
government)
JASLF in particular (hints
at responsibility for CSO
in general)
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Local
Government

Responsible for building
working relationships
with other actors (CSO
and other government
levels)
Community (clan)
responsible for organizing
themselves and pursuing
formal registration

The Community

Traditional
Leaders

Traditional Leaders
mentioned regarding
awareness creation,
empowerment of women,
capacity building customary
leaders for conflict resolution,
documentation of customary
land tenure rules, providing
support to resolve
administrative issues,
encourage boundary
demarcation and network
development
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Appendix 3 Overview INGOs and GoU
OXFAM

ZOA

TRÓCAIRE

GoU

Customary and
freehold explicitly
mentioned as able
to secure tenure
Distinct focus on
gender inequality

Definition applies
to both customary
and statutory rights

Customary system
viable and
functioning

Not customary

Especially most
vulnerable suffer
because of tenure
insecurity; Focus on
gender inequality

Specific categories
of land users
experience more
tenure insecurity

Focus on intrafamily relationships

Focus on strong
collective or third
parties to guarantee
rights
Tenure security as a
mechanism for
poverty alleviation,
stability and peace

Focussed on
intersectionality of
demographic
categories; Present
findings countering
gender inequality in
research context
Focus on kin-based
context (clans)

Diagnostic
Tenure regime

Dependent on
demographics

Dependent on
social structures
and context
Development
mechanism

Objective or
subjective

Working definition
comprises both
objective and
subjective aspects

Ownership

Ownership
important, but not
equated with
western concepts of
ownership, not
dependent on
formal
documentation

Policy outcome

Working definition
stresses subjective
nature, Reinforce
this by use of
subjective language
regarding tenure
security throughout
publications
Not dependent on
formal
documentation

Tenure security
important factor to
improve livelihoods
and facilitate
economic
development

Distinct focus on
communal land
ownership

Dependent on
formal
documentation of
ownership

Tenure security as a
direct and indirect
outcome of policies

Prognostic
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Capacity
building of
institutions and
networks

Focus on state
institutions
(national and local)
and customary
institutions. Multistakeholder network
building

Focus on state
institutions and
incorporating local
state actors, linking
various government
levels

Improve dispute
resolution
mechanisms

Proper funding,
reforming Land
Fund, Invest in
technology,
capacity building
and training for
staff (statutory and
customary), define
hierarchy in roles
statutory and
customary dispute
resolution
mechanisms
Public awareness
creation of land
rights and issues,
Focus on vulnerable
groups, especially
women

Peace and
mediation
committees,
comprehensive
communication and
behaviour change
strategies

Registration,
demarcation
and titling of
land and land
rights

Boundary
demarcation, land
valuation processes,
CCO's and CLA's

Participatory
boundary
demarcation, CCO's

Strengthen
and/or reform
legal and
regulatory
framework,
policies and
procedures

Bring existing laws
and policies in line
with Constitution
and international
standards, close
gaps in current
framework by
harmonizing and

Stress need for clear
legal framework

Increase
awareness and
provision of
information on
land

Disseminating
information on land
and land rights to
all stakeholders,
Establish easy
accessible LIS

Focus on multiple
institutions: state
institutions
(national and local)
customary and
CSO, prevent
corruption, establish
effective working
relationships
between actors,
capacity building of
local partner JASLF
Improve ADR
through training for
customary and other
community leaders

Focus on overall
capacity building of
the land sector,
Multi-stakeholder
network building,
customary
institutions and
various government
levels

Public awareness
creation of land
rights and policies
(focus on youth),
Translate policies
into local
languages, Set up
databases and
archives for JASLF
research results
Land Trusts most
viable legal option,
CCO's and CLA's
weaker options,
boundary mapping
as step towards
registration, focus
on communal
ownership
Focus on reviewing
customary law to
ensure rights of
vulnerable groups
like youth, Identify
gaps between
statutory and
customary law

Public awareness
creation on land
rights and issues,
Establishment of
LIS, Ensure
accessibility of
information

Strengthen and Realign institutional
framework for
dispute resolution,
Funding
mechanisms for
land dispute
resolution
mechanisms,
Review regulations
for ADR

Formalization of
land through largescale titling and
boundary
demarcation, CCO's

Harmonize complex
tenure regimes:
1. Incorporate
customary system
and CLA into
formal system
2. Untangle
overlapping and
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implementing
current laws and
policies (especially
laws related to
vulnerable groups)

Tackle root
causes of
inequality

Urging the
government to take
more proactive
approach to gender
inequality,
challenge negative
cultural norms

conflicting land
rights under 'mailo'
and freehold
Strengthen land
rights of poor and
vulnerable groups
Develop gendersensitive
engagement
strategies

Strengthen land
rights of poor and
vulnerable groups

Motivational
Government of
Uganda

The primary
institution
responsible for
tenure security,
mentioned in all
prognostic points

The Constitution
defines that the
government is
responsible for
(among others)
land, mines,
minerals, water
resources and
environment

MLHUD

Civil Society
Organisations

NGO's mentioned
in all prognostic
points,
Development
Partners mentioned
regarding advocacy,
awareness creation,
assisting in dispute
resolution, capacity
building,
monitoring
implementation of
NLP and network
development

Rely on ARLPI for
conflict resolution

Responsible for
clear legal
framework and
policies,
bureaucratic
procedures and
developing working
relationships with
other actors (CSO
and local
government)
JASLF in particular
(hints at
responsibility for
CSO in general)

Responsible for
tenure security and
sustainable and
rational use of land,
responsibilities are
further divided
between various
departments of the
ministry
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Local
Government

Responsible for
building working
relationships with
other actors (CSO
and other
government levels)

The Community

Community (clan)
responsible for
organizing
themselves and
pursuing formal
registration

Traditional
Leaders

1. District Offices:
responsible for
policy planning and
allocation, aligning
local with national
plans
2. Sub-County
Representatives:
responsible for
interpretation of
national and district
land policies,
allocation of land
administration and
management
activities

Traditional Leaders
mentioned
regarding
awareness creation,
empowerment of
women, capacity
building customary
leaders for conflict
resolution,
documentation of
customary land
tenure rules,
providing support to
resolve
administrative
issues, encourage
boundary
demarcation and
network
development
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